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Most of modern digital electronic devices and systems rely nowadays on multicore proces-
sors, in order to deliver a growing list of added-value features and services. Efficiently execut-
ing applications in multicore environment requires addressing the challenges of multicore 
scheduling. There is a motivation to design applications that scale, with minimum or no as-
sumptions on underlying hardware platforms. This would enable, for example, to seamlessly 
move applications to the Cloud, where the processing cores can be dynamically allocated. 
The availability of scalable software methodologies is thus impacting the actual cost and 
quality of digital services.

This thesis’ scope is to contribute to the scalability of signal processing applications executed 
in multicore environment. The main goal is to provide methodologies and tools to leverage 
model-based design and particularly to exploit the dataflow model towards the availability of 
scalable high-performance application software. Dataflow models are an efficient methodol-
ogy to analyse signal processing algorithms as they can easily expose their potential parallel-
ism. However, transforming dataflow models to executable code is challenging. 

In order to analyse how dataflow representations can be executed efficiently, this thesis gives 
insights regarding how well the traditional thread programming model and the later task pro-
gramming models can scale in order to support efficient parallel execution of signal process-
ing applications. It is shown that task programming models can overcome the scalability bur-
dens of the thread model. Therefore, a methodology that combines synchronous dataflow 
and task programming models to enable scalable application execution is proposed and 
verified using a task-based code generator. Furthermore, a set of optimisation techniques are 
developed to extend its applicability.  As a result, the proposed code generation paradigm 
can be used to scale the performance of applications with fine grain level of parallelism, 
independently from the number of cores. The generated code can also be utilised in both 
symmetric and asymmetric multicore environments.
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«Τι πρώτον έστιν έργον του φιλοσοφούντος; αποβαλείν οίησιν· αμήχανον
γαρ, ά τις ειδέναι οίεται ταύτα άρξασθαι μανθάνειν.»
Επίκτητος, 50 μ.Χ ‑ 138 μ.Χ

(The irst task for the one that seeks wisdom? To discard arrogance,
for it’s impossible to learn what you think you know.)
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Abstract
Most of modern digital electronic devices and systems rely nowadays

on multicore processors, in order to deliver a growing list of added‐value
features and services. In this way multicore architectures have been able
to optimise the performance per watt ratio i.e. the application through‐
put with respect to its power consumption. However this new evolution in
hardware architecture has created unprecedented challenges for software
engineering. Traditional software models were not designed to optimally
utilise the parallelism that applications potentially include. Therefore, the
foundation of new software methodologies has been essential in order to
increase application performance by exploiting parallel execution on mul‐
ticore environment. This should result in increased application runtime
speed‐upwhen processing resources (cores) increase. In this thesiswe use
the notion of scalability to describe howwell an application can performby
exploiting a progressively greater number of cores.

Ef iciently executing applications in multicore environment requires
addressing the challenges of multicore scheduling. In order to obtain
schedules with acceptable quality, hardware platform details are typically
utilised. There is a motivation to design applications that scale, with
minimum or no assumptions on underlying platforms. This would mean
that upgrading the underlying hardware of a devicewithmore coreswould
result in analogous ,ideally linear, application performance upgrade. This
would also enable to seamlessly move applications to the Cloud, where the
processing resources including the number of cores can be dynamically
allocated. The availability of scalable software methodologies is thus
impacting signi icantly the actual cost and quality of digital services.

This thesis’ scope is to contribute to the scalability of signal process‐
ing applications executed in multicore environment. The main goal is to
provide methodologies and tools to leverage model‐based design and par‐
ticularly to ef iciently utilize the data low model towards the availability
of scalable high performance application software. The concept of model‐
based design is to decouple algorithmdescription fromactual implementa‐
tion in a hardware platform. The data low model algorithm description is
based on the low of data through its operationswhich are expressed as ac‐
tors connected in a graph. Data lowmodels can easily expose the potential
parallelism of an algorithm and thus be an ef icient methodology to anal‐
yse signal processing algorithms. However transforming data low models
in executable code formulticore execution is challenging. This is due to the
semantics ’gap’ between data low and traditional imperative programming
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languages. This thesis explores and proposesmethodologies for leveraging
data low based application design towards scalable application software
development. In this way, popular signal processing algorithms that are ef‐
iciently modelled with data low graphs, could be also executed ef iciently
in multicore architectures.

In order to analyse how data low representations can be executed ef i‐
ciently, this thesis gives insights regarding how well the traditional thread
programming model can scale in order to support ef icient parallel exe‐
cution of signal processing algorithms such as image/video compression.
Then a hypothesis is made that task programming models can scale better
and overcome the scalability burdens of the thread model. This is justi ied
by experimental results and related analysis.

Another claim of this thesis is that task programming models’ attributes
correlate more accurately with the semantics of data low model of com‐
putation. Therefore, a methodology that combines synchronous data low
and task programming models in order to enable scalable application
execution is proposed. A task‐based code generator is developed and
tested within a synchronous data low‐based application development
framework. Furthermore, to optimise the data low to task‐based code
transformation and extend its applicability in multicore platforms, a set
of optimisation techniques are developed. As a result, the code generator
can be used to scale the performance of applications with ine grain level
of parallelism, independently from the number of cores. The generated
code can also be utilised in both symmetric and asymmetric multicore
environments. A set of experiments are performed that verify the proof of
concept and the ef iciency of the code generation process. The speed‐up
and throughput of the task‐based code execution is evaluated against the
equivalent thread‐based code execution for the same set of applications
described as synchronous data low graphs.
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Sammandrag
De lesta moderna digitala elektroniska enheter och system förut‐

sätter numera lerkärniga processorer för att kunna uppfylla de allt
hårdare kraven på funktioner och tjänster med mervärde. Därmed har
lerkärniga arkitekturer kunnat optimera förhållandet prestanda per
watt, dvs. applikationsgenomströmning i relation till dess effektbehov.
Denna utveckling inom maskinvaruarkitektur har skapat nya utmaningar
för programvarutekniken. Traditionella programvarumodeller är inte
utformade för att optimalt utnyttja den potential för parallellitet som kan
innas i tillämpningar. Därför har det varit avgörande att skapa nya pro‐
gramvarumetoder som ökar applikationsprestandan genom att utnyttja
parallell exekvering i lerkärniga miljöer. Detta bör resultera i snabbare
exekvering av tillämpningar när processresurserna (antalet kärnor) ökas.
I denna avhandling använder vi begreppet skalbarhet för att beskriva hur
väl en tillämpning kan prestera genom att utnyttja ett successivt större
antal kärnor.

För att effektivt exekvera tillämpningar i en lerkärnig miljö måste
man itu med utmaningarna med schemaläggning av lera kärnor. För
att skapa scheman med acceptabel kvalitet utnyttjas vanligtvis detaljer
i maskinvaruplattformen. Det inns ett incitament att skapa skalbara
tillämpningar som i liten eller ingen grad förlitar sig på underliggande
plattformar. Detta skulle innebära att uppgradering av den underliggande
hårdvaran i en lerkärnig enhet skulle resultera i en analog, idealt linjär,
uppgradering av dess tillämpningsprestanda. Detta skulle också göra det
möjligt att sömlöst lytta tillämpningar till molnet, där exekveringsresurs‐
erna, inklusive antalet kärnor, kan allokeras dynamiskt. Tillgången till
skalbara programvarumetoder påverkar därmed avsevärt de digitala
tjänsternas faktiska kostnader och kvalitet.

Denna avhandling är avsedd att bidra till skalbarhet hos signalbehan‐
dlingstillämpningar som exekveras i en lerkärnig miljö. Det huvudsakliga
målet är att tillhandahålla metoder och verktyg för att utnyttja modell‐
baserad design och särskilt att effektivt utnyttja data lödesmodellen i
syfte att tillgängliggöra skalbar högpresterande tillämpningsprogram‐
vara. Konceptet modellbaserad konstruktion handlar om att frikoppla
algoritmbeskrivningen från själva implementeringen på en maskinvaru‐
plattform. Algoritmbeskrivningen för data lödesmodellen baseras på
data lödet genom dess operationer, vilka uttrycks som aktörer som är
sammankopplade i ett diagram. Data lödesmodeller kan lätt exponera en
algoritms potentiella parallellitet och är därmed en effektiv metod för att
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analysera signalbehandlingsalgoritmer. Att omvandla data lödesmodeller
till körbar kod för exekvering i en lerkärnig miljö är dock en utmaning.
Detta beror på den semantiska ”klyftan”mellan data lödet och traditionella
tvingande programmeringsspråk. Denna avhandling utforskar och föres‐
lår metoder för att utnyttja data lödesbaserad tillämpningskonstruktion
med inriktning på utveckling av skalbar tillämpningsprogramvara. På så
sätt skulle även populära signalbehandlingsalgoritmer som är resurssnålt
modellerade med data lödesgrafer kunna exekveras effektivt i lerkärniga
arkitekturer.

För att analysera hur data lödesrepresentationer kan exekveras effektivt
ger denna avhandling insikter om hur väl den traditionella trådprogram‐
meringsmodellen kan skalas för att stödja effektiv parallell exekvering av
signalbehandlingsalgoritmer – som bild‐/videokomprimering. Avhandlin‐
gen framlägger en hypotes om att uppgiftsprogrammeringsmodeller kan
skala bättre och övervinna trådmodellens problem med skalbarhet. Detta
underbyggs av experimentella resultat och relaterad analys.

I avhandlingen hävdas vidare att uppgiftsprogrammeringsmodellernas
attribut korrelerar mer exakt med semantiken i data lödesmodellen för
databehandling. Därför föreslås en metod som kombinerar synkrona
data lödes‐ och uppgiftsprogrammeringsmodeller för att möjliggöra
skalbar tillämpningsexekvering. En uppgiftsbaserad kodgenerator
utvecklas och testas inom ett synkront data lödesbaserat ramverk för
tillämpningsutveckling. För att optimera data lödet till uppgiftsbaserad
kodtransformering och utöka dess tillämpbarhet på lerkärniga plat‐
tformar utvecklas dessutom en uppsättning optimeringstekniker. Som
ett resultat kan kodgeneratorn användas för att skala prestanda för
tillämpningar med detaljerad grad av parallellitet, oberoende av antalet
kärnor. Den genererade koden kan också användas i både symmetriska
och asymmetriska lerkärniga miljöer. En uppsättning experiment utförs
som veri ierar konceptet och effektiviteten hos kodgenereringsprocessen.
Snabbheten och genomströmningen hos den uppgiftsbaserade kodex‐
ekveringen utvärderas mot motsvarande trådbaserade kodexekvering
för samma uppsättning tillämpningar, vilka beskrivs som synkrona
data lödesgrafer.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Computer architecture has been evolving rapidly within the last 3 decades
in order to enable high performance for an ever growing number and com‐
plexity of user applications. In the early era of computing, the architec‐
tural challengewas to develop systems that could processworkloads in the
fastest possible speed; this de ined the processor clock frequency increase
as the main technical goal. Continuous frequency increase was possible
as the transistor density increase in chip design was exploited to deliver
more complex circuits. However, this trend came to an end at the point
where chip physical design limitations created a scaling ’wall’ above which
the clock frequency could not rise without power consumption and heat
dissipation problems [64], [28].

The need of addressing these problems led to the idea of leaving be‐
hind the quest for large, complex high‐speed processors; instead a new
approach was adopted: to de ine processors comprising multiple simpler
cores in the same chip [45]. In such a scenario, the number of transistors
in a chip would still rise but it would be used to instantiate multiple cores
of simple structure that would share the processing of a workload; there‐
fore clock frequency would not need to rise further for increasing process‐
ing throughput. It was then made clear that in the newmulticore era, pro‐
cessing systems would be evaluated for ef iciency not only in terms of la‐
tency and throughput for the applications that they are executing but also
in terms of their power consumption. This new requirement spans most
of modern computing platforms from embedded systems to cloud servers.
Typical examples include today’s mobile devices which are able to process
e.g. real‐time high‐de inition streaming content but require recharging in
few hours [96]. Additionally, data centers feature a huge amount of pro‐
cessing nodes in order to execute cloud‐based applications, however their
power consumption and the required cooling solutions create high opera‐
tional costs [59], [5].
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Together with the changes in processing platforms, multicore comput‐
ing has naturally changed the way applications are developed. Particularly
in state‐of‐the‐art signal processing application domains such as video
streaming, 5G radio communications, pattern recognition for machine
learning, speci ications set challenging performance goals including high
input data rates, increased throughput and real time operation. Software
engineering has to solve the problem of mapping an application workload
to processing nodes (cores) of various number as well as different type
as heterogeneous computing is also evolving. It is therefore essential to
utilize the available cores as ef iciently as possible.

The Parallel Computing ield of computer science focuses on addressing
the above issues and providingmethodologies and tools for successful soft‐
ware development in the multicore era. Several challenges currently exist
for parallel computing research. Optimally executing applications inmulti‐
core environment requires extensive design space exploration ofmulticore
scheduling, i.e. the process of mapping, ordering and timing the applica‐
tionworkload to the processing nodes (cores) [74]. A variety of scheduling
techniques exist; however the NP‐hard nature of the multicore scheduling
process makes it dif icult to identify a universally applied optimal solution.
In addition, the scheduling process has to include platform information for
optimal results. From the programmer productivity point of view, the de‐
velopment effort has to combine both application/algorithm development
and allocation/mapping in a hardware platform while code re‐use is hard
to be exploited when e.g. target platforms are changing. It is therefore ev‐
ident that new parallel computing methods and techniques require a level
of assurance that despite the application characteristics and the hardware
platform details, computing performance remains high without increasing
programming effort. This highlights the importance of scalability in paral‐
lel computing [24].

In this thesis we consider scalability as the metric of howwell an ap‑
plication canperformby exploiting a progressively greater number of
cores [54]. A scalable application should improve its performance when
executed in a multicore platform with increased processing cores. Per‐
formance improvement is expressed as reduced execution time and/or in‐
creased throughput. As modern mainstream chipsets can include tens of
integrated cores, it is a challenge to design software in away that upgrading
the underlying hardware with more cores would result in analogous (ide‐
ally linear) performance upgrade. Additionally, with many software based
servicesmoving into the Cloud [97], this challenge is even bigger as in such
environments the processing resources (cores, memory sizes etc) could be
dynamically allocated with respect to used de ined performance targets.
Scalable software is thus impacting signi icantly the actual cost and quality
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of digital services.
In order to confront the aforementioned parallel programming chal‐

lenges, an approach towards model‑based design has been proposed [86],
[56]. The concept is to partition the process of software development
into phases i.e. to decouple algorithm modelling and implementation
from actual scheduling and mapping to a hardware platform. Developers
should then focus on describing and analyzing algorithm features e.g its
level of parallelism without making assumptions on where it is going to be
executed [98]. The actual scheduling, mapping and inal application code
generation could then be a separate platform‐dependent step.

The data lowModel of Computation (MoC) [75] is a particular paradigm
of model‐based design; although old [46], [68] it has re‐gained popularity
in the currentmulticore computing era. In data low, an algorithm is divided
in functional nodes called actors which are connected in a point to point
manner with FIFO buffers. The focus in this case is to describe the algo‐
rithm by the low of data through its operations expressed as actors. Each
actor executes its work when data is available in its input buffer and stores
the result in its output buffer. Those attributesmake data low a good it for
modelling a big range of signal processing algorithms which are de ining
popular applications including video/audio processing, wireless network‐
ing, machine learning etc [99], [61]. Data low graphs constructed in the
above way make it easy to expose the potential parallelism and ef iciently
analyze the functionality of an algorithm at a high abstraction level without
knowledge of the target platform(s). This analysis assumes that there are
as many resources as needed for maximum scalability and performance.

The primary methodology for parallel software development has been
thread‐based programming [76]. A thread is a group of instructions that
can be created, executed and inalised independently by the operating
system of a computer. Thread‐based Application Programming Interfaces
(API) have been used for over a decade to add parallelism in program
code running on multicore platforms [85], [23], [20]. As such, it is the
primary tool that a model‐based software design process would utilize in
order to transform a model, e.g a data low graph describing an algorithm,
in executable code. This transformation would include irst scheduling
of the data low nodes to a platform with given attributes and then code
generation in a platform‐speci ic language or in an imperative language
with some type of thread support.

However, this transformation is not trivial. As mentioned previously
the scheduling is an NP‐hard problem and would require heuristics to ind
an good solution which would be applicable only to a particular set of
platform attributes. Moreover, the data low graph structure describes the
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functionality of an algorithm strictly based on data dependencies. When
data is available, an actor executes i.e. processes this data regardless of the
rest of the actors’ status. It is possible to have actor executions without a
centralised control scheme. Although this feature makes it easy to express
the concurrency and potential parallelism of an algorithm, it creates
challenges in regard to the description of the graph operation using a pro‐
gramming language. Indeed, imperative languages are alternatively based
on a global control low that instructs operations to execute in an explicit
order. In addition, the thread model assumes shared memory architecture
and pointer usage for data access. Concurrent access of data structures
requires complex mechanisms for synchronization. This semantics ’gap’
between data low model and imperative language syntax is likely to cause
inef icient code as it brings out the downside of thread programming
[70]: expensive synchronization, complex threadmanagement, inability to
match parallelism with available resources, scheduling overhead etc. The
outcome of those is software with poor scalability and thus performance.

1.1 Research Questions

The scope of this thesis is to contribute to the scalability of signal pro‐
cessing applications executed in multicore environment. The main goal
is to provide methodologies and tools to leverage model‐based design,
speci ically to ef iciently utilize the data lowmodel towards the availability
of scalable high performance application code. In order for that to be
achieved, a set of open research questions has to be addressed. Since the
thread model is the base for developing concurrent software, the question
that arises for this thesis is ’what is the scalability performance of
thread‑based programming’. It is important to understand the details of
the thread paradigm, evaluate its performance in parallelizing applications
and identify elements that are a burden on scalability.

Furthermore, as already mentioned the transformation from data low
representation of an algorithmor application to actual imperative language
code is problematic. Therefore the issue to be addressed is ’how to bridge
the semantics gap between data low model of computation and im‑
perative programming’. In essence this means that a methodology has to
be proposed in order to be possible to create a continuous low of work be‐
tween data low modelling and thread modelling domains. Finally, as this
work assumesmulticore platforms tobe the target environment, there is an
strong interest on studying applications that include high level of potential
parallelism. Speci ically in cases of applications with ine‐grain parallelism
where the number of individual jobs is high and their duration is small, ef‐
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icient parallel execution management is critical in order to enhance scala‐
bility and optimize performance. This in turn means that ine‐grain paral‐
lelismwill have to be taken into consideration during transformation from
data low representation to parallel imperative code. Therefore the ques‐
tion is ’how to improve scalability of a data low‑based programming
methodology’, including cases of ine‐grain parallelism.

1.2 Research Contributions

This thesis focuses on addressing the research questions posed in the pre‐
vious section. A set of results is provided via respective original publica‐
tions. The irst motivation is to study and evaluate the potential of thread‐
based programming for ef icient parallelism of applications. This depends
on howwell the thread‐based code can scale. In signal processing domains,
applications feature algorithmswith inherent parallelism. Furthermore al‐
gorithm standardizations such as MPEG and 3GPP have been updated in
view of the availability of multicore environments. Therefore new algo‐
rithms introduce parallelism in a more explicit manner.

InPaper I, a thread‐based implementation of one of the latest video pro‐
cessing algorithms, High Ef iciency Video Coding (HEVC) is evaluated with
respect to its parallelization options. The contribution in this case is the in‑
sights regarding how well the raw thread programming model scales
in order to support ef icient parallel operation. Also important param‐
eters regarding algorithm scalability are identi ied such as complexity of
dependencies and ine‐grain nature of parallelism.

In Paper II a comparison is performed between two parallel HEVC im‐
plementation approaches: one using raw threads and one that is developed
in the context of this work, that invokes a task programming model. This
is done in order to verify the intuition that the task‐based programming
model would show better scalability behavior mainly due to less runtime
overheads. The comparison and related analysis contributes in extraction
of the result that the task‑based programming model apart from the
programming detail abstraction that provides to developers, is also more
scalable than raw threads, essentially allowing better exploitation of the
parallelism present in algorithms like HEVC.

Following this result, comes the idea of utilizing task‐based program‐
ming model to solve the semantics gap problem between data low and im‐
perative code. In addition to their good scalability, task models feature the
notion of a task, an independent non‐preemptive (also referred as run‑to‑
completion) entity, as well as a runtime task management approach. Cre‐
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ation and execution of tasks can be exploited in order to ef iciently describe
data low graph in imperative code terms. Runtime task management can
beexploited to remove raw thread schedulingoverheads aswell as theneed
for platform information i.e. the number of cores. The related contribution
is presented in Paper III: a methodology for combining synchronous
data low and task programming model in order to generate scalable
code; the paper also includes experimental results that justify the perfor‐
mance bene its of the generated code.

Having in place a basic process that transforms an algorithm de‐
scribed as an synchronous data low graph into task‐based code, the next
motivation is to maximize the usability of this approach. Indeed, this
transformation is not always straight forward in practical cases. There can
be various data low graph patterns with complex data dependencies and
different parallelism levels and concurrency types. Additionally, the task
model’s runtime may utilise work stealing schedulers which distribute
tasks to cores in a random manner. Those attributes have to be evaluated
in order to de ine an ef icient code generation process.

The related work in Papers IV and V contributes towards re inement
and extension of this process with a set of techniques that provide
sustainable scalability improvement of data low graph‑based appli‑
cation execution. A focus for graphs that correspond to algorithms with
fork/join type of concurrency is made. An algorithm for traversing related
data low graphs and extracting dependency information is provided. A
code generator tool is developed based on techniques that utilize
graph information in order to de ine and execute tasks entities out
of graph actor instances. Actor to task mapping is done in a way that
runtime scheduling is optimally exploited. As a result, ef icient code is
generated: it can cover applications with ine grain level of parallelism
while it can be successfully utilised in both symmetric and asymmetric
multicore environments independently of the number of cores. In papers
III, IV and V, a set of experiments are performed that verify the ef iciency
of the code generation process by evaluating the performance of code
execution with appropriate metrics.

1.3 Research Method

The approach followed to address the aforementioned research problems
adopts in abstraction the design science research concept. Design research
as presented in [58], [53] and [79] features the activities build and eval‑
uate which produce four types of products (called also artifacts), namely
constructs, models, methods and instantiations. The build activity includes
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the part of the thesis work that is oriented in providing contributions for
addressing the research questions already presented. Those questions de‐
ine a research problem statement. In the context of build activity thework
creates methodologies, algorithms and tools to tackle the research prob‐
lem. With those deliverables the new knowledge that is created is then
evaluated in evaluate activity. In this activity the work needs to specify
critical factors regarding the quality of proposed new knowledge. It has
to select metrics and procedures based on which the artifacts are tested,
benchmarked and assessed. Evaluate activity has to provide evidence re‐
garding the extent to which the artifacts address the research problem and
differentiate from existing work.

In terms of artifacts, this thesis relates to design‐science concept as it
creates methods and instantiations. It also reuses constructs and models
from previous work. Themethods in our work are the algorithms and pro‐
cesses proposed to bridge the gap between data low model and impera‐
tive languages i.e. the invocation of task programming model to create ex‐
ecutable code from the data low representation. In terms of instantiations,
the code generation tool is developed to deliver the executable code for
multicore environments. This is themeans to demonstrate the ef iciency of
the proposed methodology and assess the quality against speci ic metrics.
Frommodels point of view, this work does not provide new, however it dis‐
cusses and studies data lowmodel of computation, thread‐based and task‐
based programming models while the data low and task model semantics
are considered as constructs. The goal is to leverage the usage of task‐based
model by deploying it to solve research problems related to data lowmodel
usability. In this waywe can promote the data lowmodel as an ef icient in‐
strument in the domain of multicore programming.

In the evaluate activity an evaluation of the artifacts has be to performed.
This requires a set of quality and quantity metrics as well as a set of exper‐
iments. The major evaluation concern is whether the research questions
are describing an open research problem with signi icant importance in
computing science and industry. In this thesis the research questions have
been extracted from thorough study of the state‐of‐the‐art and identi ica‐
tion of critical issues which are thought to be burdens for ef icient appli‐
cation development in multicore environments. Secondly, this activity has
to cover issues such as how well are the research questions addressed by
the thesis work and whether the contributions are clear and justi iable. As
a general guideline, the thesis work has been evaluated with experimental
data, well known computational metrics and comparisons with previous
widely acknowledged work. A set of experiments are held, mainly evaluat‐
ing the performance of parallel implementations of popular signal process‐
ing applications. The performance variations are considered as indications
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of scalability based on the notion that themore an application can scale, the
better performance it achieves given the respective resources e.g. number
of cores. Since our application use cases fall in the ield of signal process‐
ingwe consider the amount of data processed in a given period of time,
the throughput, as the performance metric together with the speed‑up,
the ratio of the sequential (single core) execution time to the execu‑
tion time on a greater number of cores. Thus repetitively executing the
outputs of the code generator tool that is produced in this work provides
us with our experimental data set which is then compared with respective
data from other similar work. This gives then the ability to validate our ar‐
tifacts and the respective methodology as well as to draw conclusions on
generalization and usability of the proposed approach.

It has to be noted that part of this thesis work was held in the context of
Finland’s TEKES‐funded ParallaX project [110]. ParallaX consortium fea‐
tured several academic andmajor industrial players as partners. The scope
of the project was to study and identify methods and tools for ef icient us‐
age of multi/many‐core processors. The main goal was to propose parallel
programming methodologies and best practises for high performance and
energy ef icient application development.

1.4 Thesis Overview

The thesis consists of two parts. In Part I the research work summary is
presented, while in Part II the result of the work i.e. the original publica‐
tions are presented. In Part I, Chapter 1 introduces the topic of this re‐
search and explains the research questions and the motivation behind the
work. It also brie ly highlights the research outcomes and the method that
was adopted for their delivery. Chapter 2 features details about the re‐
lated background work that this work has been based on. The basic prin‐
ciples and current state‐of‐the‐art information is presented for multicore
scheduling, data low modelling as well as parallel programming models.
Chapter 3 showcases the main topics of the research contributions and de‐
scribes the way that those address the research questions. In Chapter 4, a
set of application use cases based on data low and task programmingmod‐
els is presented and discussed. Chapter 5 lists an overview of the original
publications and links the individual contributions per paper. Finally in
Chapter 6 conclusions are made for the research work together with a dis‐
cussion on how the work can be extended with new contributions in the
future.
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CHAPTER 2

Background And Related Work

2.1 Multicore Scheduling

Scheduling has been an important issue in computer engineering already
from the single‐core era. At that time, the challenge was the allocation of
workload jobs in sets of instructions and consequently in building blocks
of a processor pipelined architecture [112]. In the multicore era, schedul‐
ing operation focuses in core level granularity while new challenges arise
due to the need of satisfying parameters beyond performance, including
power consumption. A resolution of multicore scheduling can be found in
[74] where the general concept of allocating workload jobs in the cores of
a processor is broken down in the stages of assigning jobs (or ’tasks’) to
cores, ordering jobs within each core and timing the execution of each job
in a core. Assigning is also referred asmapping i.e. deciding inwhich core a
job will be executed. Ordering is the process of sequencing the jobs within
a single core and typically is affected by control and data dependencies of
the workload and its particular implementation. Timing is the process of
specifying the exact time interval in which a job will be executed; this as‐
sumes knowledge about the exact duration of each job.

Multicore scheduling is essentially an NP‐hard problem [65], [10] which
makes it dif icult or practically impossible to have valid scheduling solu‐
tions in predictable time. Oneway to classify the available scheduling tech‐
niques is whether they are static or dynamic. In the static case, schedules
are created at compile time, before the execution of a software in a multi‐
core platform. In the dynamic case scheduling decisions are taken during
runtime. In [74] and [71] this classi ication is further used to characterise
each stage in order to re lect the variety of possible scheduling approaches.
As shown inTable 2.1 (taken from [74]), there arehybrid techniques that do
not fall into the full static or dynamic category and try to combine elements
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Table 2.1: Multicore scheduling strategies
assignment ordering timing

fully dynamic run run run
static assignment compile run run
self timed compile compile run
fully static compile compile compile

of both approaches. A self‐timed strategy performs scheduling in compile
time but does not make assumptions about job duration that a fully static
approachwould do by pro iling each job. In static assignment strategy, only
mapping of jobs happens at compile time.

Selecting a scheduling strategy depends on application domain charac‐
teristics and performance speci ications [101]. Fully static approaches are
generally preferred e.g. in real‐time applications on embedded platforms
where the runtime behavior has to be predicted as accurately as possible.
Those approaches donot introduce overhead at runtime as all scheduling is
performed of line; however they cannot adopt to timing luctuations or to
data‐dependent variations during execution. This means that in order for
a schedule to be created, each functionality in the application has to be pro‐
iled under the worst case execution scenario. While not featuring runtime
overheads, still static methods have to face the challenges of an NP‐hard
problem. Exhaustive search for inding the best solution is not possible,
especially as the number of cores keeps growing. Therefore static schedul‐
ing relies on heuristics in order to balance the trade off of inding ef icient
schedules within the least possible amount of time.

Heuristics‐based methods include list scheduling [17], FAST scheduling
[67], hybrid low‐shop scheduling [13] etc. The list scheduling algorithm
organizes jobs in a list using a speci ic priority criterion e.g execution time,
critical path etc. A job in this context is a node on an algorithm’s task graph.
Then jobs are assigned in available cores according to their execution
order (dependencies) as well as their priority order. FAST scheduling
is based on topological ’neighborhood’ search in an algorithm graph in
order to ind optimal solutions by trialing scheduling decisions. In hybrid
low‐shop scheduling the static‐assignment approach is adopted and the
scheduling solutions are a construction of pre‐de ined schedule parts in
terms of mapping and ordering. The common attribute of heuristics is
that there is no guarantee on the level of optimality of the results. The
related methods are implemented with a scope of minimizing a cost
function based on pre‐de ined parameters (execution time, inter‐core
communication, core utilization etc). Therefore for scheduling solutions
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Figure 2.1: job queuing concept

with acceptable quality, it is crucial to have available enough information
for the application behavior and the target platform.

Dynamic scheduling methods develop scheduling decisions at runtime.
In this case it is possible to support algorithms with dynamic behavior
where operation low depends on the data content. However this comes at
the cost of runtime overhead which can affect parallel execution ef iciency.
In runtime scheduling, a means of job management is needed so that
executable jobs can be organised, monitored and assigned to cores. This
is realised with the usage of queues. Similar to the concept of the linux
scheduler, a queue‐based job control system identi ies job generation
during runtime; it then inserts a job or its semantics in queues from
where they are dispatched for execution in a core according to a priority
algorithm. Due to the runtime nature of operation, dynamic schedulers
need to address additional challenges related to job management such as
deadlock and livelock avoidance, core starvation etc. Round Robin (RR)
[37] is a typical case of dynamic scheduling. In RR, scheduling tries to
keep fairness of job distribution among cores as no priority between jobs
exists. The jobs are allocated the same amount of time for execution in a
core and preemption is used in order to change between jobs in a core. An
alternative to the completely ’fair’ approach of RR is event or data driven
scheduling [21]. In this case runtime information e.g. a job completion is
used for scheduling based on statically or dynamically de ined priorities.

A critical factor for the ef iciency of runtime scheduling is how well the
workload of jobs is distributed among the available cores. Since the work‐
load characteristics cannot be fully known during runtime, load balancing
techniques [103], [62], are essential for ef icient application execution in
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multicore environments. Organization of jobs in queues is a basic form
of load balancing. While jobs are generated during application execution
they can be inserted in a job queue; when a core is not busy it can check
the queue and get a job for execution if the queue is not empty. Ending of a
job might generate new ones so the core inserts those jobs in the queue as
shown in Fig 2.1. Job queuing is rather popular concept for load balancing
mainly due to its ease of implementation. Multicore software architectures
typically implement this using thread‐basedmodels where several threads
mapped in hardware cores are managing queue access and job execution
[3]. Since one central job queue has to be accessed fromall cores, a possible
bottleneck is obvious in this technique.

Load balancing with job stealing, shown in Fig 2.2, tries to eliminate this
by invoking multiple queues, typically one per core. Additionally the con‐
cept of stealing is introduced: each core executes jobs placed in his own
queue. When the queue is empty the core attempts to steal a job from
another randomly selected core in the system. It is possible for a core to
simultaneously execute a job and having another one being stolen, when
double‐ended queues, dequeues, are used. Job stealing is potentially pre‐
ferred in terms of scalability, provided that the stealing process does not
introduce new overhead. Challenges however might arise when it is re‐
quired to accurately predict systembehavior, .e.g. in real‐time systems, due
to the randomness of the stealing procedure.

Fig 2.3 shows the master/slave load balancing alternative; one of the
available cores (master) can undertake all relevant decisions by assigning
jobs to each of the rest (slave) cores in runtime. The ’slave’ cores do not

Figure 2.2: job stealing
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Figure 2.3: master slave balancing

perform stealing nor poll any central queue for available jobs. In this case
the expected performance can be more predictable. This is an attractive
option for multicore architectures that feature more than one core type so
particular ’master’ and ’slave’ role assignment is reasonable without the
master becoming the bottleneck.

The scope of this thesis is to contribute on the performance scalability of
signal processing application in multicore environment. Towards this, we
are working in the context of model‐based design, particularly using the
data lowmodel of computation. Therefore the aforementioned scheduling
approaches are applied for algorithmsdescribed asTask PrecedenceGraphs
[67]. Graphs of this kind, such as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), express
algorithms as groups of atomic units, nodes, connected with vertices ac‐
cording to their communication dependencies which de ine the notion of
precedence. Nodes are the schedulable items, the jobs, on which the tech‐
niques described earlier in this section operate while traversing graphs.
The details of algorithm modelling using graphs are presented in the fol‐
lowing section.

2.2 Model Based Design and Models of Computation

As mentioned in Chapter 1, model‐based design methodology has been
proposed in order to, among others, overcome the current challenges
of developing parallel computing systems. The focus is to contribute
towards a systematic approach in the way systems are analysed, speci ied
and inally implemented. In the use case including, but not restricted to,
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embeddedmulticore systems the model approach is visualised in a Y‐chart
scheme [63] shown in Fig. 2.4. A two way model approach provides sepa‐
rate abstractions for the application/algorithm part and the architecture
part of the system, a concept also found in [72]. The separation of models
for the algorithmic and the architectural part allows concurrency and
modularity in model construction, testing and evaluation. Additionally
the mapping and analysis/evaluation provide feedback information to the
models so that comprehensive design space exploration is possible. Final
deployment typically includes the system implementation deliverables
such as executable iles, simulation libraries etc.

The architecturemodel provides an abstracted description of the under‐
lying hardware, for example its communication scheme (shared memory,
message passing) and the number and type of cores (homogeneous, het‐
erogeneous cores).

The algorithm model also called Model of Computation (MoC), provides
an abstracted description of the computation and communication of the
different stages of the algorithm. Typically the stages are symbolised with
functional blocks; a set of semantics is used to describe how the blocks
are processing and exchanging the information in order to perform the re‐
quired computations. Widely usedMoCs vary across process networks (in‐
cluding data low models), inite state machine‐based models, Petri nets,
discrete event models [90] etc. Process networks de ine a set of atomic
units called processes (or nodes)which are connected via FIFO channels. Fi‐
nite state machines also feature atomic units (referred as modules) whose
interaction de ines a series of transitions of a global state. Petri nets model

Figure 2.4: Y‐chart methodology
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is similar to inite state machine, however the former can also express con‐
currency in module interaction. Discrete event models de ine timed events
based on which modules operate. In this case modelling foresees the no‐
tion of time in module operation as opposed to the previously mentioned
MoCs.

Using the Y‐chart, a set of iterations is performed in order to conclude on
the optimal system description which is then realised in the deployment
stage. The number of iterations and the complexity of the analysis/eval‐
uation stage can be considered as the ef iciency metric of the Y‐chart ap‐
proach. ’Optimal’ in this context is a relative term which is based on the
system constraints as several often contradictory criteria may be set such
as throughput, latency, power consumption etc.

In this thesis our criteria selection prioritises on scalability as ameans of
improving system throughput as well as programmer productivity. We fo‐
cus on data lowMoC due to its inherent advantages, shown in the next sec‐
tion, when used to address parallel computing challenges. Our approach
to improve scalability is to leverage the MoC side of Y‐chart methodology
andmake the system development process less dependent on architecture
model details.

2.2.1 Data lowModel of Computation

In a data low model [75], description of an algorithm is based on the low
of data through its various steps. The algorithm is partitioned in a group
of atomic modules called actors which form a process network connected
withbuffers thatmodel the lowof data. Adata lowprocessnetwork (DPN),
an example of which is shown in Fig.2.5 is essentially a case of Kahn pro‐
cess network [75] with the addition of actor iring rules. Firing rules de ine
the conditions under which an actor will execute its operation using a par‐
ticular number of data units, the tokens from its connected buffers. This
allows DPNs to be ef iciently analysed and inally scheduled, as opposed to
Kahn process networks. Formally, the data low model includes the follow‐
ing de initions:

De inition 2.2.1 (DPN). A data low process network (DPN) is a directed
graphG = (V,E), where V is the set of atomic computational units called
vertices that encapsulate the algorithm computations and E is the set of
unbounded First‐In‐First‐Out (FIFO) queues called edges which carry data
tokens among vertices.

De inition 2.2.2 (Rate). A rate indicates the number of tokens consumed
froman inputport or produced to anoutput port of an actorA ∈ V. Produc‐
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Figure 2.5: DPN graph

tion and consumption rates ρb ∈ N,κb ∈ N are number of tokens associated
with respective ports of an actor.

De inition 2.2.3 (Firing rule). A iring rule R de ines the conditions under
which an actor A ∈ V executes its computation, or ires. Firing of an actor
results in production or consumption of tokens to or from an actor port
according to the respective rates.

De inition 2.2.4 (Delay). A delay δb ∈ N de ines the number of tokens
present in an edge during graph initialization. An edge q ∈ E, also called
buffer is associated with a delay value as well as with one producer actor
output port and one consumer actor input port.

There are threemain factors [100] thatmakedata lowanef icient option
for modelling parallel computing systems:

• Concurrency

Data low model is inherently concurrent as actors are operating atom‐
ically based only on data availability in their ports irrespectively of the
status of other actors. This makes possible to express the potential par‐
allelism of algorithms and relevant applications regardless of the con‐
straints that a hardware platform might introduce. Platform selection
(e.g. single‐core or multi‐core) will then de ine the performance of an
application but is not considered during its modelling.

• Modularity

In a data low graph there is no central management of actor irings. As
each actor operates individually based on data availability, the speci ica‐
tion of a schedule is needed for the actors in order for them to execute
properly. This schedule is determined only based on graph information
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without actor internal structure details. Thus actor descriptions can be
freely modi ied/updated without side effects on graph execution.

• Analysability

A data low graph can be analysed to a signi icant level prior to its actual
implementation and integration in a hardware platform. Analysis is a
critical step when modelling with data low as it provides feedback, the
most important being whether the data low graph is schedulable. This
ensures the existence of at least one combination of actor irings so that
the graph can be executed without a deadlock occurring and without ac‐
cumulation of tokens in a FIFO. If such a schedule exists the graph can
execute inde initely by iterating the schedule. Further analysis methods
[29], [12] can also ef iciently provide predictions for a graph’s execution
properties such as maximum memory requirements, maximum latency
etc.

A variety of Data low MoCs exists [51]; each variation includes a different
trade‐off between expressiveness and predictability, as shown in Fig. 2.6.
In general those MoCs can be characterised as static or dynamic. For static
MoCs behavior is not affected by incoming actor data values or data avail‐
ability (for non‐determinate actors); thismeans that the iring rules are sta‐
ble during compile time thus they can be easily analysed towards schedul‐
ing. However this static attribute prevents those MoCs from expressing
even conventional functionality e.g. if‐then‐else structures. Conversely, in
dynamic MoCs the iring rules depend on incoming actor data making the

Figure 2.6: Data low MoCs ranking
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behavior less predictable. Therefore analysis for scheduling is amore com‐
plex process, nevertheless those models feature improved expressiveness
so algorithms with more composite logic structures can be represented.

The Synchronous Data low (SDF) MoC [73] is a widely used static
data low model. In SDF the iring rules and the rates of each actor are
ixed. This makes it possible to check an SDF graph for schedulability
at compile time. If the graph is schedulable then one or more schedules
(realised as sequences of inite actor irings) can be extracted at compile
time.

The process of extracting schedules for an SDF graph is described by the
following steps:

1. A topologymatrixΠ of sizeVxE is created, where each row is represent‐
ing tokens produced/consumed across an edge and each column tokens
produced/consumed by an actor. Each element of the matrix is given a
sign depending onwhether the token is produced (positive) or consumed
(negative) by an actor. If an actor does not consume or produce tokens
across an edge, the associated element is 0.

Figure 2.7: SDF and srSDG graphs
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2. The graph is checked for consistency according to the following de ini‐
tion:

De inition 2.2.5 (SDF consistency). An SDF graph is consistent if and
only if rank(Π) = ||V || − 1 , where ||V || is the number of actors in the
graph.

If the graph is consistent, it is possible to solve equationΠ ∗ q = 0, where
q is the repetition vector (RV) of size ||V ||. RV essentially contains the
minimum repetitions i.e. the minimum number of irings for each actor
of the graph.

3. The graph is checked for schedulability according to the following de i‐
nition:

De inition 2.2.6 (SDF schedulability). An SDF graph is schedulable if and
only if a) it is consistent and b) an actor is ired in a schedule according
to its iring rules and its associated values in RV.

This makes sure that each actor executes ( ires) only if enough tokens ex‐
ist in its ports; after every actor has ired, the graph returns to its original
state i.e. the number of tokens in all FIFOs is the same as it was before
execution.

Actor execution sequences generated according to the above procedure de‐
ine schedules that can repeat inde initely i.e. periodic schedules. For the
graph of Fig. 2.7 the topology matrix and a set of possible schedules are
shown in Fig 2.8. During the schedule extraction process it is possible to
consider SDF graph transformations in order to express parallelism and
enable consistent scheduling creation especially for multi‐core targets. In
a single rate SDF graph (srSDF), for example, all edges have the same in‐
put and output rate. If this rate is 1, the graph is called homogeneous SDF
(HSDF). Those graphs visually show the parallelism that can be exploited
from multiple actor instantiations. From a single rate SDF, as of Fig. 2.7,
a DAG can be extracted by removing any cyclic paths. Formally, a DAG is
de ined as follows:

De inition 2.2.7 (DAG). A Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) is a tuple, G =
(Vdag,Edag), whereVdag consists of q(A) ∈ RV instances of A, ∀A ∈ V and
Edag is a set that consists of edges between all the instances of the actors in
G.

SDF may provide a rather simple process for analyzing graphs and ex‐
tractingpossible schedules, however as fully staticmodel it features limited
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Figure 2.8: Topology matrix and possible schedules of SDF graph in Fig.2.7

algorithm representation ability. Several SDF extensions have been pro‐
posed with a two‐fold goal: to improve lexibility by allowing dynamism in
data low representation and at the same time to keep schedule extraction
complexity low. In the Cyclostatic SDF (CSDF) approach, the iring rules are
more lexible so that the number of tokens of an actor can be produced/‐
consumed on a ixed group of irings (a ’cycle’) and not necessarily on every
iring [8]. This can reduce thebuffering requirements aswell as thenumber
of actors in graphs. TheBoolean SDF (BDF) can express if‐then‐else control
statements by inserting in graphs additional control actors that emulate the
multiplex‐demultiplex operation [19]. The Parameterised SDF (PSDF) adds
recon iguration to graph attributes using parameters that can varywithin a
set of values during runtime. The parameters canmodify graph rates or ac‐
tor internal attributes. PSDF allows SDF schedules to be extracted in com‐
pile time and then invoked in runtime according to parameter values [7].

Dynamic data low (DDF) graphs [19], [120], [126] feature the highest
expressiveness and thus lexibility in representing algorithms. The pro‐
duction and consumption rates of actors can vary at runtime while the ir‐
ing rules are in general case expressions that depend on data token values.
Consequently no compile time schedule extraction process is possible and
a more complex runtime scheduling mechanism is required so that vari‐
able data tokens and parameters are evaluated and active iring rules are
identi ied. Scheduling extraction for DDF graphs is oriented in reducing
the complexity introduced by runtime decisions. A feasible approach is to
consider a DDF schedule as a set of pre‐de ined static schedules [39]. This
is realised by identifying partitions of a DDF graph with potentially static
scheduling characteristics.

Regardless of the MoC used, it becomes evident that the main challenge
that has to be overcome in order to exploit data low model’s bene its is to
have an ef icient process for scheduling the graphs. With scheduling com‐
pleted, a programming model can be then used in order to transform the
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data low MoC in executable form.

2.2.2 Model‑Based Development Frameworks

The utilization of data low MoC as a basis for software development has
been already introduced in a number of model‐based development frame‐
works.

In the industry domain, frameworks including Simulink [106] feature al‐
gorithmdescriptionusingblock‐based lowgraphs for simulation andanal‐
ysis. It is also possible to generate executable code e.g. for real‐time im‐
plementations. Labview [4] also supports block‐based description; in this
case description covers mostly use cases of data acquisition and handling
from external equipment and instruments. Code generation is also possi‐
ble. Tensor low [41], is a software library that invokes data low graphs to
represent computations in machine learning and arti icial intelligence ap‐
plications. In SystemonChip (SoC)/FPGA‐baseddevelopmentdomain, sev‐
eral High Level Synthesis (HLS) tools [119], [109] utilise data low graphs
as a transformation step fromalgorithmdescription in imperative language
like C to a Register Transfer Level (RTL) description using VHDL or Verilog
Hardware Description Languages (HDL).

However the common characteristic of those commercial offerings is the
customisation in theway that the data lowMoC is utilised. For different ap‐
plications theremight exist different libraries that have to be included each
time, while code generation would be relevant only for a particular plat‐
form or hardware equipment or application. Therefore, several academic
initiatives have been active, focusing on addressing the lack of a consistent
and automated way to employ the data low model. The goal is to provide
tools that allowapplicationdevelopmentusingdata lowgraphs, for generic
platform independent usage. Those tools should formally analyse data low
input graphs, solve scheduling challenges and provide executable code for
as many as possible hardware platforms via a uni ied procedure.

Ptolemy

Ptolemy [72] has been one of the irst frameworks to include data low on
itsmodel‐based approach for application development. The original target
for Ptolemy has been applications for embedded platforms. Various mod‐
els of computation have been available for utilization in this framework in‐
cluding discrete event, continuous time, state machine, process networks
as well as synchronous data low [69]. In particular, for process networks
and data low the goal is to formalize the model and propose execution sce‐
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narios on embedded targets with various architectural parameters includ‐
ing inter‐processor communication. Depending on the model of computa‐
tion used, a scheduling option is selected. It is then possible to generate
executable code starting from a data low graph.

SDF3

SDF3 [107] is an open‐source data low analysis tool that supports SDF,
CSDF and Scenario‐Aware Data low (SADF) models [60]. SDF3 is oriented
only towards model analysis and simulation.

LWDF

LWDF [102] is a framework for prototyping DSP systems. Using LWDF, DSP
systems can bemodeled using different data lowmodelswhile there can be
several options for describing graph actors, including programming with C
or HDL languages. The graph scheduling step receives as inputs several
libraries for actor description and actor communication. LWDF allows in‐
dependent actor design and FIFO description. In addition the user‐based
actor and FIFO descriptions are orthogonal to the scheduling runtime thus
application analysis optimization can be performed in an abstract manner
before any platform speci ic optimization.

ORCC

Orcc framework [127] introduces a domain speci ic language, CAL [36] and
its subtype for Recon igurable Video Coding (RVC‐CAL) [121] for high level
description of applications based on data low graphs. It features a CAL
compiler and a runtime library that supports dynamic data low scheduling.
Code generation backend supports variety of platforms including general
purpose and embeddedmulticore processors as well as FPGA‐based accel‐
erators [80], [104], [78]. Starting from the data low graph, executable code
in C or VHDL can be generated. Code generation in Java is also possible
as a means of creating a re‐usable component to be integrated in a partic‐
ular platform at a later phase. Since ORCC supports dynamic data low, a
complex runtime mechanism has to be present for actor scheduling which
can create signi icant overhead [22]. In order to relax this overhead com‐
pile time techniques are applied that try to identify actor networks whose
attributes and communication can lead to some predictable behavior in
runtime [47]. If such actor network is found, it can be assigned a prede‐
ined schedule which would simply be invoked (not produced) during run‐
time. In addition, model checking techniques [40] have been developed for
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ORCC; they can trace in compile time possible actor scheduling combina‐
tions which would not be valid in runtime. This can also relax overall actor
execution overhead.

OpenDF

OpenDF [9] is a similar to ORCC environment. It also uses CAL language to
describe actor behavior. An additional functional network language (FNL)
is used for actor network representation. HDL and C code generators are
also available. OpenDF is supported by tools and libraries that analyze
data low representations and apply various scheduling techniques. Simi‐
lar to ORCC, speci ic libraries are used to identify SDF‐like parts in the actor
network so that overall runtime scheduling effort will be reduced.

StreamIt

StreamIt [111] is a framework that also features its own domain speci ic
language and respective compiler. Users of StreamIt must describe both
actors as well as the graph using the language, which also includes a
mechanism of sampling or ’peeking’ tokens from queues without con‐
suming them. The compiler can perform domain speci ic optimizations.
This is done mostly by identifying the type of inherent parallelism in
graphs, either data, task or pipeline parallelism and then performing
graph transformations. Code generation supports C/C++ outputs with
library extensions for particular platforms like cluster/workstations.

Prune

Prune [15] is a framework that accepts data low graph as input for ap‐
plication description and an architecture description for the speci ication
of a target platform. The computation model is hybrid, between single‐
rate data low and Boolean data low, allowing data dependent behavior.
Data low actor functionality can be coded in C, OpenCL or functional lan‐
guages including Halide [14]. For scheduling purposes, an explicit descrip‐
tion from the user can be given formapping every actor to a speci ic core of
the architecture model. Mapping of actors to cores can also let to be done
automatically. Ordering and timing of actor execution is done at runtime.
The PRUNE compiler receives the above information and generates thread‐
based executable code.
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PREESM

PREESM [92], [29] is an SDF‐based framework for programming embed‐
ded multicore platforms. The data low model support is constrained to
PiSDF, where recon igurable parameters can be used to extract different
SDF schedules for a graph. Actor behavior is described in C. Together with
the description of an application using a data low graph editor, users can
de ine an architecture model for the target platform that includes process‐
ing element, memories and execution and interconnection attributes. In
addition a ’scenario’ use case can be created where all con igurable param‐
eters are set as inputs to the scheduling process. This is the ’front‐end’
process which feeds all information (algorithm graph, architecture and pa‐
rameters) to the ’back‐end’ process.

In the back‐end process, a number of steps take place as shown in Fig.
2.9: First the parameters are processed so that a typical SDF graph is
available. This graph is checked for consistency and schedulability; if it
is a schedulable graph, transformations take place so that the equivalent
srSDF and eventually DAG graphs are created. In this way the potential
parallelism is exposed and the number of individual actor irings can be
extracted. Next step is the actual scheduling and mapping of the DAG
to the architecture model provided. As PREESM uses SDF it can apply
static scheduling heuristics at compile time; List and Fast algorithms are
used [91]. This results in sequencing and mapping of actors to cores
together with the de inition of synchronization elements required for

Figure 2.9: PREESM data low‐based code generation
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inter‐core communication. Timing of actors is also possible if algorithm
pro iling results are available. The inal step is code generation. PREESM
generates thread‐based C code where one thread is generated per core.
It contains function calls corresponding to actor functionality and thread
synchronization constructs [93].

Spider

Spider [52] is a framework that uses an approach similar to PREESM and
extends it by allowing more dynamism in scheduling. PSDF is more widely
used so that parameters affecting the graph topology are recon igured
in runtime. This makes possible to have runtime scheduling decisions.
Since management mechanisms are required to be present for runtime
scheduling, Spider adopts a master/slave execution scheme where a
’master’ processing element (core) undertakes themanagement workload.
The master/slave execution also makes Spider a good framework for
running data low applications in heterogeneous platforms. The master
side is handling the PiSDF parameter recon iguration effects i.e. the iden‐
ti ication of the various SDF graphs. Typically, a set of SDF graphs can be
already processed statically; in this case a master can simply retrieve the
appropriate schedule. The master must also keep track of actor execution
status from slaves and perform mapping in cores based on graph and core
type information. This is a centralised or ’global’ decision approach that
promises ef icient scheduling especially for heterogeneous systems.

The overview of model‐based development frameworks highlights the
critical part of ef icient scheduling solutions when using data low graphs,
regardless of the MoC approach selected. Furthermore, since the target
of those frameworks is to propose a feasible methodology for application
development, the ef iciency of the code generation process eventually be‐
comes the cumulativemetric for success. It is crucial to use a programming
model so that the ef icient result of graph scheduling process, static or dy‐
namic, transforms into ef iciently executing code. This can be e.g. executing
a static schedule so that an expected speed‐up target in a multicore envi‐
ronment is achieved and/or utilizing programming constructs so that jobs
scheduled in runtime are managed effectively with minimum overheads.
The key factor is to invoke a programming model that can represent the
data low semantics as accurately as possible.
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2.3 Parallel Programming Models

Since the beginning of the multicore computing era, several programming
models started supporting parallelism, proposingmechanisms to schedule
and execute pieces of code concurrently [95]. Essentially, such amodel fea‐
tures a set of functions, organised in libraries, to be used via an application
programming interface (API) and executed by a runtime. Most models tar‐
get particular hardware platforms, namely multicore CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs
that support a particular type of parallelism.

2.3.1 Raw Threads/pthreads

One of the most well known concepts of software parallel programming is
based on the notion of a thread. A thread is simply a piece of code that
can be scheduled to run independently. When a program’s functionality
includes parts that can be potentially executed in parallel, a set of threads
can be created, managed and executed concurrently by an operating sys‐
tem. From the system software side, an operating system uses processes
for thread management, with each process creating and maintaining its
own set of threads.

POSIX threads (pthreads) [66] is a representative case of implemen‐
tation of a thread model. It has been a popular tool for development of
parallel applications to run in multicore processors and has been compli‐
ant with various operating systems. Its massive use has revealed relevant
challenges concerning among others programmer productivity [27]. Pro‐
ductivity here is mentioned in the sense that since thread programming
is based on a shared memory model, it requires from programmers to
manually maintain and control critical operations including thread syn‑
chronization and thread safety. This in turn can have signi icant side effects
which include non optimal load balancing for parallel operation, inability
to exploit the available hardware resources and thus poor scalability.

2.3.2 Task‑based models

An alternative to programming with raw threads uses a task‐based model
where a task is de ined as a iner grained atomic execution unit that can be
scheduled independently. Task execution follows run to completion con‐
cept i.e. tasks are executed to the inish without preemption, after their
dependencies have been resolved. The functionality of algorithms is ex‐
pressed by a set of tasks. Since tasks are scheduled independently their
execution can exploit the potential parallelism of an algorithm. Addition‐
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ally, task models are set to provide advanced runtime management in or‐
der to present to developers an abstractedway of parallel programming; in
this case the programmers’ main focus is to de ine the tasks while the task
scheduling and execution management (e.g. synchronization) is relegated
to runtime mechanisms.

Cilk/Wool

Cilk and Wool libraries [44], [43] implement a task programming model
that aims in automation of the load balancing process of parallel jobs of an
algorithm. Programmers have two basic tools to create and control tasks
within a program: task spawn and task sync. When a task is spawned it
is set to be scheduled independently from the main program. Syncing of a
task acts as a synchronization point where the task execution is completed
and control is returned to the program part from where the task had been
spawned (i.e. the main program or the parent task). A task is typically im‐
plemented as an asynchronous function call. Developers only need to de‐
ine the tasks and specify their dependencies so that spawning and syncing
maintains the algorithm functionality. The rest of the process is delegated
to the runtime system.

Both Wool and Cilk runtimes feature work‐stealing [32], an algorithm
that provides ef icient load balancing of jobs among cores. The runtime
creates threads andmaintains dequeues for every available core. Spawned
tasks are pushed in the dequeue while stealable tasks are popped from the
other end of the dequeue. A core can execute a task while leaving other
tasks to be stolen and executed fromother core(s) of the system, when they
are idle. Furthermore, the execution of parallel tasks follows a ’divide and
conquer’ approach. For example, a group of data parallel tasks can be re‐
cursively divided in runtime so that task granularity can adapt better to the
available number of cores. In this way, work stealing can improve scalabil‐
ity and achieve signi icant parallelization speed up which can reach up to
the limits of the problem to be solved (typically speci ied by Amdahl’s law
[87]). However, since the performance is based on work stealing, Cilk and
Wool’s ef iciency is affected by factors including task stealing cost, task‐to‐
core mapping and task data locality.

OpenMP/ompSs

OpenMP [6] is a programming model originally created to accelerate fork‑
join type of computations. Starting from a parent thread, several working
threads are generated. Each thread executes the same piece of code on its
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own input data chunk. The part of the code set to execute in parallel is
speci ied with the usage of pragmas. The openMP API includes a set of op‐
tions to ine tune data parallel execution with respect to load balancing,
data dependencies, synchronization etc. Later versions of openMP have
introduced the notion of tasks [33] in order to extend its usage to cover ad‐
ditional parallelization types. Scheduling in openMP can followwork shar‐
ing, breadth irst, cutting off or stealing‐based approaches [35]. Inherently,
openMP has become a popular solution for algorithms featuring data‐level
parallelism. Nevertheless, users have to invoke API tools and ef iciently use
them in source code level so that optimal parallelization speed‐ups can be
achieved.

In OmpSs [34], the usage of tasks is extended in order to support ef i‐
ciently function‐level parallelism such as pipelines. New annotations are
introduced so that users can specify dependencies in the form of input and
output for each task. In this way it is possible to augment legacy source
code and represent the low of data among tasks. Task scheduling follows
breadth irst approach; stealing‐based policies are also con igurable. The
OmpSs compiler is outlining the task code, its required inputs and its pro‐
ducing outputs; then task dependencies and state are speci ied, monitored
and managed in runtime. Therefore a complex and potentially expensive
runtime mechanism has to be present in order to keep track of the depen‐
dency resolution so that tasks can be scheduled and executed.

IntelTBB

Intel maintains the Threading Building Blocks (TBB) model [118] to be
used for achieving high performance with scalable parallelism. Intel TBB
features an API with common parallel execution constructs as well as
lower level synchronisation primitives (locks, atomic operations) and a
task schedulerwhich utiliseswork stealing for load balancing. It differenti‐
ates from Cilk in that it does not provide as high level abstraction and from
openMP in that it can express more ef iciently complex parallel patterns
other than data parallel or fork join workloads. In also differentiates in
a set of original tools including scalable memory allocator, concurrent
containers and speculative locks. Furthermore TBB has lately introduced
the low graph interface [113], a way to de ine algorithms in a low graph
structure. This is related to the concept that ompSs showcases, however
the low graph interface does not rely on legacy code. Instead, it is possible
to start from scratch and de ine the algorithm in pure low graph terms,
de ining computational nodes and the low of data among them. A special
API includes the tools for such design. It includes the split of functionality
and the de inition of a number of graph ’nodes’ as well as functions for
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de inition of point to point data exchange, creating graph ’edges’ between
graph nodes.

2.3.3 OpenCL

OpenCL [84] is a programming language that focuses on ef icient and
portable programming on heterogeneous platforms featuring GPUs. Lately
it has been extended with vendor speci ic backends in order to also
support FPGA‐based heterogeneity [115]. OpenCL programming model
assumes two kinds of devices, a host and a compute device which can
include further smaller independent computational units. The source code
is divided with respect to where it should be executed. The equivalent of
a task, a kernel is de ined in the source code in order to be executed in
a data parallel fashion in the compute device, while the rest of the code
(typically of sequential nature) executes on the host. OpenCL features
dynamic just‑in‑time compilation scheme for the kernels: code on the host
side compiles statically and during its execution the number and type of
compute devices is discovered; then the kernels are identi ied, generated
and allocated for parallel execution to the compute devices. Furthermore,
the data needed for kernel execution are transferred from host to compute
devicememory. This indicates a signi icant effort onmemorymanagement
where queues are created per compute device, data is moved to the device
and the results are copied back to the host. Programmers are responsible
for maintaining consistency between data in both sides. Later versions of
OpenCL [114] facilitate more lexible memory management with usage of
common memory pointers for the host and the compute device; they also
introduce ways of task parallel processing in the compute device side.

2.3.4 OpenEM

OpenEM (and its evolution ODP) [82] is amodel that proposes a simple ab‐
straction of hardware details of multicore and heterogeneous platforms in
order to simplify scheduling and thus enable scalability. It de ines three
basic concepts that should apply to any multicore platform: the event, the
execution object and the queue. Event is the atomic piece of data or con‐
trol information that requires processing. The execution object (relating to
a ’task’, or a ’kernel’) groups algorithmic functionality, is mapped to cores
and called by a local dispatcher for execution. The concept of queue is used
to store data(events) and to link themwith execution objects. Thus an algo‐
rithm can be described by execution objects interconnected with queues.
Queue types and event priorities can be used to express the level of paral‐
lelism and the data locality in the algorithm implementation.
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TheOpenEM scheduler is intentionally kept simple and constrained only
to forward events from queues to execution objects of cores. As such it is
realised as a low level software or a hardware implementation. The sched‐
ule does not make any assumptions on the events types, complexity and
dependencies. It is the programmer’s responsibility to explicitly describe
the dependencies of execution objects and their mapping to cores, as well
as the placement of events to queues and the queue types. For example,
parallelization is realised by sending events tomultiple queues after execu‐
tion of an object and/or by assigning a queue type as parallel so that mul‐
tiple events can be scheduled to cores concurrently. Since the scheduler
is lightweight, OpenEM can be utilised for embedded systems applications
with cores running ’bare‐metal’. Alternatively in presence of an Operating
System, it could be used as part of a middleware for high level multicore
runtime systems. In the later case, additional higher level scheduling func‐
tionality could be implemented on top of OpenEM (e.g. work stealing, dy‐
namic event assignment). Since the concept is to have a simple abstrac‐
tion of hardware platforms, overall performance scalability for OpenEM
might depend on vendor speci ic hardware details e.g. implementations
of queues, load balancing algorithms etc.

2.3.5 HSA

Heterogeneous System Architecture (HSA) [117] is an initiative that
focuses on introducing a shared memory programming model among
heterogeneous devices. It is based on three concepts: a) uni ied shared
memory, b) heterogeneous queuing c) intermediate language for com‐
piling [83]. The uni ied memory structure makes it possible to program
with pointers. Queuing is a popular concept adopted to represent parallel
programmingwork sharing. Typically a queue is assigned to a core, and the
model’s API is used from programmers to split work in potentially parallel
tasks and load balance them among available cores. In HSA, the approach
is to extend that to heterogeneous platforms, in practise by bypassing
Operating System functionality when allocating tasks and moving data,
as in HSA not all devices would have similar Operating System. Thus, a
common low‐level runtime is created in order to realise functionality like
e.g. work‐stealing. Every heterogeneous core supports execution of a task,
creation of new tasks and access to any queue in the system.

The HSA compilation is done using a low‐level vendor independent in‐
termediate layer. It can translate higher language code to an intermediate
language construct which will be executed by an HSA runtime in order to
generate code for multiple targets either at compile time or runtime us‐
ing just‑in‑time compiling. HSA implementation supports many hardware
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concepts in order to cover support for various devices (shared coherent
memory, low level signaling etc) and enable portability among vendor spe‐
ci ic devices. It also features open source runtime, compilers and an API to
be used by programmers.

2.3.6 SkePU/Skeleton Programming

SkePU [38] is an open source framework that utilises Skeleton program‑
ming model. In this model a typical sequential application source code
can be augmented with a set of programming constructs, called skeletons,
which de ine speci ic kind of computations. Skeletons provide abstraction
of low level computation details as well as code portability since the same
construct can be supported from different backends. In this way the skele‐
ton expresses the potential parallelism and the backend exploits is opti‐
mally on a particular platform. Computations including e.g. data paral‐
lelism can be expressed with a skeleton construct in source code level and
executed in variousmulticore andheterogeneous platformsor clusters that
implement a relevant backend (currently provided from openMP, OpenCL,
Cudaetc). Typical skeletons feature computationpatterns likemap, reduce,
mapreduce, scan and pipeline. Skeleton‐based frameworks also support
’container’ programming constructs for interfacing the skeletons with in‐
put data in computation ef icient formats including vectors, matrices etc.

The overview of parallel programming models reveals the potential of
using the concept of tasks in parallel programming; while the various task‐
based frameworks differ in implementation details and optimization tar‐
gets, it becomes evident that a task‐based approach looks promising when
trying to address important parallel programming challenges: in the front‐
end, it provides description of parallel algorithms/applications in a well
abstracted way. In the back‐end, it allows lexibility when optimising task
scheduling and execution for particular multicore platforms.
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CHAPTER 3

Scaling Synchronous Data low using
Task based Models

As already mentioned in Chapter 1, this thesis sets to explore and propose
methodologies for leveraging data low‐based design towards availability
of scalable software in the multicore/heterogeneous era. In this way, sev‐
eral popular signal processing applications that are ef iciently modelled
with data low graphs, could also be executed ef iciently in multicore plat‐
forms. This is highly critical e.g. in Cloud environment where processing
resources availability is hard to predict. Therefore the transformation from
a data low graph into scalable, high performance application code is essen‐
tial.

3.1 Thread Model Scalability Attributes

Since thread programming has been the traditional method for multi‐
core computing, the irst contribution is the extraction of scalability
insights for the thread model. As previously mentioned, the thread
model involves complex thread management mechanisms. Furthermore,
on‐demand thread generation, static workload allocation and thread syn‐
chronisation are expensive. Later improvements introduce more lexible
thread models where a thread pool is established [81]; in this case threads
are generated once and dynamically poll a shared job queue in order to
get workload. Nevertheless, it is still important to identify how well an
application scales when implemented using thread programming model.
This is due to the fact that for complex signal processing algorithms,
ef icient workload mapping on multicore targets and exploitation of
parallelism is an open issue. Such an algorithm is High Ef iciency Video
Coding (HEVC) [108], a representative of MPEG standards [57] which in
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Figure 3.1: HEVC ine grained decoding

turn is one of the main groups of signal processing algorithms (together
with algorithms of 3GPP standard). MPEG image/video coding standards
include algorithms where parallelism must be exploited for ef icient
multicore execution. This has been initially possible with the use of low‐
level parallelization approaches including instruction level parallelism
like Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) or traditional pipelining as
shown in Fig.3.1. However, a coarser grain parallelism approach as in
Fig.3.2 is better suited when using threads, as thread mapping is done at
core level. The HEVC codec has included consistent parallel processing
strategies in coarse grain level. Besides traditional slice partitioning of
a frame, also Tile partitioning as well as Wavefront Parallel Processing
(WPP) are introduced for frame processing [26]. Moreover the algorithms
for iltering and motion estimation interpolation have been optimised in
order to expose parallelism more intuitively.

Several approaches for HEVC mapping in multicore targets have been
proposed [25], [125], [116], [122], [123]. For our contribution we utilised
an open source thread based implementation of HEVC decoder [42] and
con igured it in order to evaluate parallel performance of HEVC for vari‐
ous combinations of parallel features. This implementation has been based
on a thread pool where several worker threads dynamically receive work
from a job queue as shown in Fig.2.1. A host thread creates several decod‐
ing threads that access the queue and grant a job for execution. The host
thread executes the sequential part of HEVC up to slice parsing. For the
parallel part, it also creates jobs and inserts them to the queue. Within jobs
either a Tile or a row of Coded Tree Blocks (CTB) is decoded. Those two
jobs essentially represent different parallelization patterns with respect to
data dependencies. Tiles are rectangular frame partitions and as such can
execute independently of each other. WPP has more complex dependency
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Figure 3.2: HEVC coarse grained decoding

pattern as the CTB, the main unit of pixel processing in HEVC, can depend
on CTBs in the same and/or upper row. Processing of a CTB row starts
with 2 CTB delay from the upper one as shown in Fig. 3.3. In addition, in
the queue there are jobs that represent parallel processing of HEVC ilters,
namely the Deblocking Filter and the Sample Adaptive Offset (SAO) [26].
The iltering stage starts after Tile orWPP decoding and SAO ilter has data
dependency from Deblocking Filter. Filtering jobs are similar to WPP in
the sense that each job processes a CTB row, but follow Tile dependency
concept i.e. every partition (row) can be processed independently.

Results in Paper I indicate better speed‐up of Tile processing compared
to WPP. The advantage of Tiles is moderate in low thread count but be‐
comes signi icant at high thread count whenmore cores are available. This
is an indication of better scalability in case of Tiles. Indeed, Tile process‐
ing scales better as processing of a frame partition is a better it for thread
mapping which in turn has a one‐to‐one allocation to a core. WPP does
not scale as good due tomore complex data dependencies. The handling of
dependencies and the mapping decisions become then critical factors for
scalability. WPP processing in ( iner grain) CTB level, introduces overhead
due to job dispatching and continuous polling for new work from the host
thread, as observed also in parallelization of the (predecessor of HEVC)
H.264 codec [81]. When processing in (coarser grain) CTB row level, a
thread is allocated for decoding a whole CTB row. However dependencies
between CTBs of adjacent rows are still present in runtime. This causes
overhead as threads are blocked waiting for data to be generated in an‐
other thread. A blocking thread will have to be re‐scheduled when data is
available. In any case, in scalability terms, the ef iciency of thread model
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Figure 3.3: HEVC Tile and WPP frame partitions

is affected by: a) the complexity of data dependencies b) the correlation of
level of parallelism with execution resources. Therefore, for ef icient par‐
allel programming it is reasonable to:

i. support algorithm representations with as simple dependency pat‐
terns as possible. For example for algorithms likeHEVCanef icient scalable
approach is to consider a consecutive ’fork/join’, (alternatively called iter‐
ative data parallel) execution pattern. For such a pattern, the importance
of data locality [124] becomes evident as also seen by the parallelization of
the iltering stages in Paper I results.

ii. utilize an execution model that ef iciently matches parallelism to
available resources. Ideally such a model would dynamically adapt to
various levels of parallelism and various resources. With the traditional
threadmodel it is challenging tomatch the parallelism in an algorithmwith
the underlying hardware resources, both in cases of static and dynamic
thread allocation. It is always the programmer’s responsibility to manage
ef iciently the static threads or the thread pool as well as to de ine and
monitor thread synchronization.

3.2 Scalable Programming: Thread Model vs Task
Model

In Chapter 2, programming models based on tasks were presented. For
thosemodels theprimaryobjectivehasbeen to address the issuesobserved
in the threadmodel that relatemainly to runtime overheads aswell as com‐
plex thread management. A task runtime is introduced to abstract away
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Figure 3.4: Parallel HEVC Tile task de initions

scheduling, mapping and threadmanagement details. Since this runtime is
an additional software layer ’on top’ of raw threads, a relative overhead is
expected. The second contribution of this thesis is to identify whether
in addition to the abstraction bene its, the task programming model
is inherently more scalable than raw threads or if raw threads would
still be the choicewhen the goal is better performance i.e. higher speed‐up.
To address this issue, insights have to be drawn about how the features of
task‐based programmingmodels i.e. the run‐to‐completion task execution,
the work stealing scheduler, and the task size granularity affect scalability.
In Paper II the thread‐based HEVC decoder utilised in Paper I is compared
against an equivalent implementation based on a task programmingmodel
API (Wool [43]) and its runtime. Tile processing is now executed by de in‐
ing tasks for groups of Tiles, down to a single Tile as shown in Fig. 3.4. For
WPP, two implementations are evaluated: one by de ining a task for each
CTB row and one by de ining each task as a group of CTBs whose depen‐
dencies allow to be executed concurrently as shown in Fig. 3.5.

The results of Paper II show that a task‐based programming approach
gives better speed‐up than raw threads for a various set of multicore
platforms. Speci ically, the task model synchronization cost is negligible:
syncing of tasks is essentially a function return while task spawning
includes simple function and data pointer set‐ups. Additionally, run‐to‐
completion feature does not cause preemption on task execution (except
from possible Operating System level scheduling events). On the contrary,
thread synchronisation is very costly when threads need to block waiting
for data. In the experiments performed with HEVC decoder, such synchro‐
nization is observed when threads attempt to access the shared queue or
when a thread executing WPP processing waits for dependency resolution
between CTBs from adjacent rows or when the host thread waits for
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Figure 3.5: Parallel HEVCWPP task de inition

completion of threads executing Tile processing before proceeding to
iltering stage. For pthreads API, the function used to block a thread while
waiting on a condition was measured in Paper II around 80% of CPU wait
time.

Secondly, the thread model uses a simple round‐robin policy for all
schedulable threads. This is an additional overhead that affects e.g. access
of shared job queues. However task‐based models greedily attempt to
execute tasks without any notion of round robin ’fairness’. Although
task models also create threads, those are not designed to block; they
always try to execute work from the dequeue of the core to which they are
mapped, otherwise try to steal from other dequeues.

Thirdly, the work stealing scheduling approach provides advanced load
balancing of parallel workload in multicore environments compared with
raw thread scheduling due to the cores being kept busy as their idle time
is minimised. Furthermore, work stealing combined with a divide‑and‑
conquer task structuring in source code level greatly improves scalability.
Divide‐and‐conquer can be exploited, for example, by recursive execution
via splitting tasks and allocating respective data chunks to task kernel
copies. Then successful stealing occurs in proportion of the availability of
idle cores. Thus the actual number and size of tasks being mapped to a
core is adapted in runtime.
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Finally, the task model’s mapping is, in general, random for tasks so typ‐
ically data locality is not preserved. In Paper II experiments, for the WPP
implementation that de ines decoding of all CTBs of the same row as a sin‐
gle task, locality is exploited to someextent. This however comes at the cost
of concurrently executed tasks not being always independent during run‐
time. As this is a violation of the run‐to‐completion attribute, it creates un‐
predictable scheduling overhead; however the two WPP implementations
of Fig. 3.5 are found to have comparable speed‐ups. An ef icient data local‐
ity mechanism for tasks is thus desirable.

3.2.1 Task Model Performance Related Assumptions

As discussed so far, our statement is that task programming model turns
out to be a better alternative for scalable parallel programming as opposed
to raw thread model. Nevertheless it is important to consider the assump‐
tions and identify possible constraints that accompany such a conclusion.
As alreadymentioned the taskmodel’s runtime is essentially an extra layer
on top of raw threads, therefore a sharedmemorymultiprocessormodel and
a single address space are assumed. The work stealing scheduler is based
on successful steals among dequeues of cores, so its effectiveness is depen‐
dent on the stealing overhead. Experiments in Paper II showed that this is
signi icantly lower than the raw thread synchronization cost.

Additional ef iciency criteria include the execution and stealing policies.
The task spawning operation resembles a graph where newly spawned
tasks become new graph leafs. Task execution in work stealing follows
a ’greedy’ concept in the sense that newly spawned tasks are set to be
executed immediately while earliest spawned tasks are set to be stolen.
This attribute, called also work‐ irst and help‐ irst scheduling [48], en‐
sures a reliable execution in terms of parallel performance. Theoretical
analysis of work‐stealing schedulers can calculate relevant performance
bounds. According to [2], [11], the best possible speed‐up can be achieved
when the critical path of the spawned tasks graph is short compared
to the average amount of work per core. Additionally for the scheduler
implemented in Cilk, the worst parallel schedule cannot be more than two
times slower than the best schedule. The additional assumptions in this
case are to consider negligible the cost of memory transfers (and relative
cache behavior) as well as the complexity of each task. This means that
the ef iciency of work stealing applies for homogeneous architectures
where all cores are identical. The task complexity does not need to be
accounted for as the parallel performance is based on total execution
times of different schedules on the sum of cores. Obviously, this cannot be
assured for distributedmemory architectures or heterogeneous platforms.
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For the latter, there can be a large distribution of task execution times of
the same task over different cores, so the ratio of task execution between
the faster and the slowest core varies.

Regarding mapping policies, work stealing does not make any assump‐
tions as any task can be stolen to be executed by any core. For homoge‐
neous architectures all cores have the same probability to steal a task and
the scheduler’s only goal is the ef icient load balancing among cores. For
optimal close to theoretically predicted results, the number of tasks should
be large and the task sizes relatively small. This is why task model pro‐
grammers are typically recommended to exploit the parallelism of the tar‐
get algorithm as much as possible in source code level.

Finally considering data locality, the only notion of it is found in the po‐
tential execution of a spawned task in the same core with its parent task if
not stolen. As shown in experiments of Paper II, for many algorithms that
feature repetitive ’fork/join’ execution patterns likeHEVCdecoding, this at‐
tribute of work stealing seems not enough: there can be consecutive ’fork’
phases between which stealing cannot occur but locality is desirable.

3.3 Task‐based Execution of Data low Graphs

Having analysed the ef iciency of task programming models for scalable
programming, the third contribution of this thesis is to introduce task
programming for executionofdata low‑basedapplications inorder to
improve scalability on multicore platforms. As described in Chapter 1,
transformation from a data low description to executable code is cumber‐
some. Data low model describes an algorithm by the low of data through
atomic computation nodes and relies only on dependencies among them.
A relevant scheduling approach would then be to monitor data dependen‐
cies and accordingly schedule computations for execution with no particu‐
lar order. Imperative programming on the other hand foresees execution
of computations according to an explicit sequence. Thus scheduling in this
case needs a means of global execution control. The difference in schedul‐
ing concept together with the overheads of the thread model that prevent
optimal exploitation of parallelism, highlight the semantics ’gap’ between
data low and imperative programming. We believe utilization of task pro‐
gramming models can bridge this gap which in turn can lead to more scal‐
ablemulticore computing andhigherperformance for signal processing ap‐
plications. This claim is based on the following observations:

• The task is by default an atomic entity. Once its predecessor tasks have
completed, it is set ready to execute (a ’spawn’). Task execution runs to
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completion, after which its respective asynchronous function call returns
(a ’sync’). Additionally task execution is agnostic to the task duration and
complexity. Those attributes relate to the data low MoC with respect to
actor execution.

• Most of development frameworks that support data low (see Chapter 2)
are scheduling data low graphs fully or partly at compile time. In order
to have ef icient scheduling, application and platform architecture details
are utilised, e.g. memory transfer overhead, actor execution time, num‐
ber and type of cores etc. As the quality of the scheduling result depends
on such information, the scheduler’s overhead becomes signi icant e.g.
in case of a complex target architecture. Invoking a task programming
model to generate code from a data low graph reduces this overhead by
shifting the scheduling process to the runtime. The task model runtime
handles creation and distribution of tasks using the work stealing algo‐
rithm.

• The dependence on architectural/hardware details is a signi icant bot‐
tleneck also from scalability point of view. The biggest barrier is the spe‐
ci ic number of cores, typically a prerequisite for static scheduling. This
makes schedules invalid regardless of their quality when available cores
in a platform change e.g. in an embedded system update or during run‐
time of a cloud‐based application. Using a task programming model the
burden of re‐iterating the scheduling process is overcome as its runtime
scheduler will work independently from the number of cores. With re‐
spect to Fig. 2.4, this approach relaxes the dependence on the architec‐
ture model, thus the scalability potential is higher and depends only on
the algorithmic model capabilities.

• As discussed in previous section, an API based on task programming
model scales better due to signi icantly smaller synchronization cost
compared to one based on raw threads. When static threads or a thread
pool are used, this cost is signi icant due to control overhead caused by
thread blocking. In contrast, task models execute tasks as asynchronous
function calls while underlyingworker threads are not designed to block.

In Paper III, the proof of concept of a task‐based code generation process
for data low graphs is presented. This is needed in order to verify that the
shift of scheduling from compile time to runtime does not affect negatively
the performance i.e. runtime schedules are at least as good as static sched‐
ules. The proposed code generation process applies to signal processing al‐
gorithms speci ically to the ones that feature fork/join execution patterns.
As shown in section 3.2, those algorithms can bene it from execution by
a task programming model. The code generator operates on synchronous
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Figure 3.6: PREESM task‐based code generation

data low (SDF) graphs. SDF has the advantage of predictability at the ex‐
pense of restricted expressiveness. For our case however, the expressive‐
ness is adequate as fork/join patterns can be modelled accurately in SDF.
Data low‐based development frameworks that support SDF exploit its at‐
tributes by analyzing graph schedulability and then transforming the graph
into single rate SDF and eventually a DAG so that the parallelism is exposed.

The implementation of the code generator has been done within
PREESM development framework using Wool library as task model API.
However the proposed code generation process is applicable to any
data low development framework that supports SDF. Additionally the
output code can be generated by using any task API that supports typical
task ’spawn’ and task ’sync’ functionality and work stealing.

Our code generation process is invoked after the DAG creation step as
shown in Fig. 3.6. This step is completed by traversing the DAG and formu‐
lating its information in an actor list. The list includes all actor instances
with respective attributes including actor name and input/output buffers.
It also includes special ’explode’ and ’implode’ actors of theDAG that realise
the ’fork’ and ’join’ functionality respectively. In case of PREESM, the actor
list information is fed at compile time to the static scheduler for scheduling
extraction together with parameters of the target architecture. After the
scheduling extraction process is completed the thread‐based code genera‐
tor is triggered. Instead, our code generator operates directly on the actor
listVdag with a two‐fold goal: a) to extract graph related information useful
for scheduling and updateVdag and b) to print executable code based only
on Vdag without using platform/architectural or actor internal implemen‐
tation details.
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Figure 3.7: example of fork/join pattern and corresponding SDF graph

The code generation process is described as follows:

1. In the irst step,Vdag is augmented with additional information. Specif‐
ically, the actors are traversed in order to identify their number of in‐
stances, called repetition count, q(A). A repetition count higher than 1
indicates an actor A with multiple instances inside a parallel region PA

as shown in Fig.3.7. An incremental Repetition id value is assigned on
each DAG actor instance. Traversing an explode actor sets a new parallel
region P and the maximum value of repetition id, q(A) for the actor in‐
stances of the respective parallel region. This value is set to the number
of output buffers of the explode actor. Traversing an implode actor resets
the repetition count value.

2. In the second step, the augmented actor list is traversed again in order
to generate executable code corresponding to each actor. An actor with
repetition count value of 1 is called as a simple function call, while an ac‐
tor with repetition value higher than 1 is called as a task using the task
library’s ’spawn’ function. When the repetition id is equal to the repeti‐
tion count a ’sync’ function is called for all spawned actors of the same
parallel region, in reverse order. This is shown in Algorithm 1.

Experimental results of Paper III indicate that the shifting of the static
scheduling effort to the runtime and the invocation of task instead of raw
thread API provides the assumed bene its without compromising applica‐
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1 INPUTS: Vdag

2 /*STEP 1*/
3 for actors A ∈ Vdag do
4 if explode_actor then
5 q(A) = output_buffer_count;
6 set PA;
7 end
8 assign_repetition_id;
9 end

10 /*STEP 2*/
11 for actors A ∈ Vdag do
12 if q(A)= 1 then
13 actor_function_call;
14 end
15 if q(A)> 1 then
16 spawn_actor_task();
17 end
18 if actor repetition_id= q(A) then
19 for actors A ∈PA do
20 sync_actor_task();
21 end
22 end
23 end
24

Algorithm 1: Task‐based code generation from SDF

tion performance. This is despite the fact that the comparison has been
made by considering the best possible static schedules to which additional
memory optimization techniques of PREESM framework are applied [30].
Indeed, themeasured throughput of the generated application code in both
cases shows that for task‐based execution, performance is mostly main‐
tained and occasionally improved.

3.4 Optimising Code Generation to Scale Data low
Graph Execution

Paper III results provide the proof of concept for the ef iciency of correlat‐
ing data low and task programming models. However in order to exten‐
sively utilise this methodology for highly scalable application execution in
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multicore environment, several key factors for scalability have to be ad‐
dressed. Those are presented as follows:

• While a task‐based API can be successfully utilised in code generation to
remove synchronization overhead, this can still persist in runtime task
execution. Task models assume the usage of a dequeue per available
core so that a task spawn/sync is a push/pop to/from the dequeue re‐
spectively. For data low graphs, this means that execution (locally or via
stealing to another core) of all actor instances of the same parallel region
(fork) is done before actors of another region can be executed. Thus for
the graphs similar to Fig.3.7 actor tasks may be spawned according to
their dependencies but not always executed (’synced’) likewise.

• Work stealing itself can also be a source of overhead. Typically task APIs
and respective libraries are implemented in order to provide lexible task
management i.e. spawning syncing and stealing. However for applica‐
tions with ine grain parallelism (sizeable fork/join patterns), the steal‐
ing overheadmight not be always negligible. When spawned (and before
stolen), tasks are initially pushed to the dequeue of a single core the one
towhich their parent task executes. This can introduce stealing overhead
when the rest of available cores would be attempting task steals. Hence,
the scalability is constrained; achieving good applicationperformance re‐
quires consideration of the level of parallelism of the application and the
number of available cores.

• Consideration of the number of cores is also inevitable when the
multicore environment features cores of different type. Theoretically
a task model using runtime scheduling featuring work stealing can
still work in an heterogeneous environment. Assuming some cores
executing tasks faster than the rest, those would have a higher stealing
rate which would contribute to good level of core utilization. However,
the inherent randomness of work stealing algorithm cannot guarantee
optimal scheduling: tasks randomly distributed in runtime to a ’slow’
core can slow down the performance or limit scalability by creating
unnecessary synchronization overhead if the dependencies are blocking
the fast cores from executing other tasks.

Therefore the fourth contribution in this thesis, presented in Papers IV
and V, is a set of techniques that enhance the code generation process
and provide sustainable scalability of data low graph‑based applica‑
tion execution.
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Figure 3.8: SDF and corresponding DAG with task wrapper example

3.4.1 TaskWrapper

The main idea in this case is to formulate actor tasks so that they would
be handled optimally by runtime scheduling. This need of ’ itness’ of tasks
to work stealing attributes can be addressed by ef icient data low actor‐
to‐task mapping. The concept of task wrapper is introduced: it includes a
group of graph actors that can execute based only on their dependencies
without any additional synchronization. The exact form of task wrappers
is not uniquely speci ied; it depends on the characteristics of the data low
graph to which they are applied. For example actors inside a wrapper may
be executed as simple function calls or as new tasks in a hierarchical fash‐
ion. The particular goal is to facilitate runtime actor scheduling with the
least overhead possible, ideally having only data dependencies guiding the
execution.

There aremany practical cases where task wrappers can be utilised suc‐
cessfully. In this thesis we have de ined application usages that we believe
cover awide range of data low‐modeled applications. Many signal process‐
ing applications feature consecutive series of parallel regions (fork/joins)
with the same level of parallelism. In those cases the corresponding SDF
and DAG are as shown in Fig. 3.8. Formally this is de ined as an SDF graph
with Uniform Repetition Count (URC) sub‐graphs, formally de ined as fol‐
lows:

De inition 3.4.1 (URC). An SDF graph G = (V,E) has a URC subgraph if
there is a subset of actors Z ⊆ V so that ∀z1, z2 ∈ Z, z1 ̸= z2, q(z1) =
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q(z2)where q(z) are the instances of Z.

A consequence of URC is that ∀z1, z2 ∈ Z, each instance z1i is connected
to aunique instance z2j when δbρb = δbκb = 0 (seede initions inparagraph
2.2.1). For those graphs a task wrapper can be utilised in an ’horizontal’
fashion so that it will group one actor from each parallel region as shown in
Fig. 3.8. Those actors can be scheduled and executedwith pure data depen‐
dency order removing the synchronization step after each parallel region.
In addition to removing unnecessary synchronization overheads, this par‐
ticular setting also enables data locality exploitation between actors. This
is because a task wrapper is a typical task from runtime schedule point of
view, thus in the aforementioned case actors included in the same wrap‐
per will be executed by the same core. Our code generator supports task
wrapper creation according to the following procedure:

1. In the irst step, after the actors of Vdag are traversed and parallel re‐
gions have been set, they are checked in order to compare their repetition
count values; if all are equal a lag that indicates a URC sub‐graph is set.

2. In the second step where actors are traversed for code generation, if the
URC sub‐graph lag is set, a task wrapper will be initiated for every actor
instance that has P = 1. Then for every actor instance with P > 1 for
which repetition id equals to the repetition id of the actor which initiated
the wrapper, an actor function call is added in the wrapper.

Task wrapper generation is shown in Algorithm 3.

3.4.2 Recursive TaskWrapper

Another usage of task wrappers affects the execution of actor instances
within a parallel region. In this case wrappers are formed in a ’vertical’
shape in order to group the actor instances that belong in the same
fork/join pattern, as shown in Fig. 3.9. Based only on data low depen‐
dencies, those actors can be executed concurrently without intermediate
synchronisation. However this can introduce stealing overhead in cases
of graphs that model applications with ine grain parallelism. Therefore
those task wrappers are handling actor instances in a divide‐and‐conquer
manner so that they will be executed in a recursive fashion in runtime.
This relaxes the stealing overhead as it makes the work stealing scheduler
work in a coarser grain manner. It also helps achieving good level of load
balancing among available cores.
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1 INPUTS: Vdag

2 /*STEP 1*/
3 for PA, A ∈ Vdag do
4 if all_repetition_counts_equal then
5 urc_graph = 1;
6 end
7 end

8 /*STEP 2*/
9 if urc_graph = 1 then

10 for actors A ∈ Vdag do
11 if PA = 1 then
12 wrapper_id = actor_repetition_id;
13 task_wrapper() {
14 for actors ∈ Vdag, PA > 1 do
15 if actor repetition_id= wrapper_id then
16 actor_function_call();
17 end
18 end
19 }

20 end
21 end

22 end
23

Algorithm 3: Task wrapper‐based code generation

The recursive task wrapper initially includes all actor instances dis‐
tributed in two tasks that are spanned and syncedwithin the wrapper. The
task wrapper execution unfolds a recursive binary tree in runtime where
each time a task executes it spawns two new tasks each of which contains
half the actor instances of its parent task wrapper. One of the 2 tasks
is stealable while the other executes in the core where the parent task
executes. The binary tree of task wrappers unfolds until tasks including
a single actor instance execute. The binary tree of the task wrapper
execution and an example for the graph of Fig. 3.9 are shown in Fig. 3.10.

Recursive task wrapper creation is supported in our code generator by
the following procedure, also shown in Algorithm 3:

1. The actor list is traverseduntil the irst actor of a parallel region is found.
The attributes of the binary tree of task wrappers are calculated: the bi‐
nary tree height and the number of task wrappers per height (lines 2‐5).
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1 INPUTS Vdag , q(A)
2 for actors A ∈ Vdag do
3 if repetition_id = 1, PA > 0 then
4 rec_t = q(A);
5 rec_i = bl = log2(q(A));
6 for j ∈ [0, rec_i] do
7 med = rec_t/2;
8 nw = 2j ;
9 for i ∈ [0, nw] do

10 task_wrapper_rec(i ∗ rec_t , ((i+ 1) ∗ rec_t)− 1)
11 {
12 spawn_task_A(rec_t ∗ i , rec_t ∗ i+med− 1);
13 spawn_task_A(rec_t ∗ i+med, ((i+1) ∗ rec_t)− 1);
14 sync_task;
15 sync_task;
16 }
17 end
18 rec_t = med;
19 end
20 end
21 end

22
Algorithm 4: Recursive task wrapper‐based code generation

2. A double iteration generates the task wrappers for every binary height,
for all heights, so that all task wrappers that will execute in runtime are
de ined. Each wrapper spawns 2 new, and divides accordingly its actors
so that each new wrapper will include half of the actors (lines 6‐19).

3.4.3 Heterogeneous TaskWrapper

Supporting scalability without being constrained by platform details is a
challenge in case of heterogeneous multicore environment. However the
approach adopted in this thesis is to extend scalable code generation of
data low graphs for heterogeneous targets, under some limitations. In this
sense, the core type is taken into consideration via pro iling of the applica‐
tion in single core level. Pro iling is not an uncommon tool regarding mul‐
ticore schedule generation; application development frameworks that use
static multicore scheduling usually include pro iling information [18] for a
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Figure 3.9: Task wrapper for recursive execution

target application as input in order to be exploited by e.g. a static scheduler
based on heuristics. Our code generator receives a factor k; it is calculated
after all graph actors have been pro iled in all core types and the average
execution time has been extracted per core type. The k factor expresses
the execution time ratio between 2 core types. Currently the code gener‐
ator supports a platform with 2 different core types such as a CPU + GPU
environment or an asymmetric multicore processor like ARM’s big.LITTLE
architecture [88]. The motivation for using a ratio is the claim that scala‐
bility can be enhanced if at runtime the fast core(s) execute k times more
tasks than the slow core(s). Assuming k factor as an additional input, the
code generator creates heterogeneous task wrappers as follows:

1. In the irst step, for actors of the same parallel region, task counters for
the fast and the slow core(s) are set and actors are assigned to either core
type so that the sum of tasks on the fast core(s) type will be k times more
than the ones on the slow core(s) type. Vdag is then augmented with a
map id per actor. Single instance actors are mapped to slow core type by
default.

2. In the second step, actors of Vdag are traversed and a task wrapper for
each core type is created. Actors are added to task wrappers based on
theirmap id. For SDF‐URC graphs it is also possible to add taskwrappers.

Heterogeneous task wrapper generation is described in Algorithm 5.
Papers IV and V include experiments using the C code produced from

the code generator with the aforementioned enhancements. Having
available measurements of raw thread‐based code against task‐based
code from the initial code generator in Paper III, those experiments use
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Figure 3.10: binary tree unfolding from recursive task wrapper and exam‐
ple for task wrapper of Fig. 3.3

this task‐based code to evaluate if the task wrapper‐based code improves
further the performance. Results show the increase in application through‐
put, coming as a consequence of scalability improvements: task wrapping
removes unnecessary overhead by enabling actor tasks to execute closer to
the way that graph dependencies de ine. It also maintains actor execution
independent from the number of available cores. Furthermore, the gener‐
ated code does not alter or modify graphs. This differentiates from related
work approaches including clustering techniques [94] , actor merging [16]
or hierarchical actors [50]. In those works, either actor transformation
is required prior to code generation or ef icient execution is not possible
without platform/application details and static scheduling.

In recursive task wrapping, the number of tasks that are executed is ac‐
tually higher than the actual number of actors of the graph due to the recur‐
sive execution. However for ine grain parallel applications there is a signif‐
icant impact as the stealing related overhead is greatly reduced. The recur‐
sive execution achieves good load balancing by adapting to any number of
available cores. Other related techniques such as dequeue partitioning in
private and public sections [32] or limiting number of stealable tasks [31]
are not as ef icient. Dequeue partitioning constrains scalability because it
forces execution of some tasks in particular core(s) thus not exploiting all
potential parallelism. On the other hand setting a limit for stealable tasks
requires con iguration dependent on the level of parallelism of the appli‐
cation and the number of available cores. It has to be noted that recur‐
sion is implemented in the code generator using simple task spawning and
syncing operations based on graph information processing, without invok‐
ing functions or macros supporting parallel for loops. Those are widely
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present in task programming libraries e.g. ’cilk_for’ in Cilk , FOR macro in
Wool, parallel pragmas in ompSs etc. However they are invoked on source
code level. As our work relies on graph‐based application description and
data low MoC practises, our approach was followed so that it would not
have to consider potential actor source code modi ications.

Finally, for task wrapping towards heterogeneous multicore execution,
experiments are performed in an ARM big.LITTLE based platform. This is
a case of asymmetric multiprocessor in the sense that there are 2 types of
cores, 8 in total, where instruction set is the same but micro‐architecture
is different. Heterogeneous task wrapping is created to support 2 core
types and the experiments include 1 core of each type (1 Cortex A15 and
1 Cortex A7 core). The idea in this case is to constrain the randomness
of work stealing algorithm so that tasks can be stolen from appropriate
cores i.e. a ’slow’ core should not execute a task that should be executed
in a ’fast’ core for better performance. Results verify this assumption
as the performance is better compared to the code that includes tasks
executing pure randomly by work stealing. Furthermore, it can be noticed
that even though the core type(s) and relative timing between the cores
is a required parameter for good performance, the number of cores of
each core type is not a prerequisite. The generated application code can
thus scale also in asymmetric multicore platforms with the limitation
that the number of cores of each type is the same (n fast cores + n slow
cores). This would require an additional step of constraining work
stealing among cores of the same type, a concept similar to [77], [89]
and [49]. In this way an asymmetric multicore platform is essentially
transformed in a group of 2 ’symmetric’ ones in terms of task execution.
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1 INPUTS: Vdag , k
2 /*STEP 1*/
3 for actors A ∈ Vdag do
4 if explode_actor then
5 task_cnt_slow = 0;
6 task_cnt_fast = 0;
7 end
8 else
9 if A ∈ PA > 0, task_cnt_fast <= k ∗ task_cnt_slow, k > 1

then
10 A_map_id = fast;
11 task_cnt_fast++;
12 else
13 A_map_id = slow;
14 task_cnt_slow ++;
15 end
16 end
17 end
18 end
19 /*STEP 2*/
20 if k > 1 then
21 task_fast_wrapper() {
22 for actors A ∈ Vdag do
23 if A_map_id= fast then
24 actor_function_call();
25 end
26 end
27 }
28 task_slow_wrapper() {
29 for actors A ∈ Vdag do
30 if A_map_id= slow then
31 actor_function_call();
32 end
33 end
34 }
35 end

36
Algorithm 5: Heterogeneous task wrapper‐based code generation
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CHAPTER 4

Application Use Cases

In this chapter a set of application use cases utilizing the data low task‐
based generator are presented. Applications are modelled as SDF graphs
within PREESM framework. The code generator outputs the SDF equiva‐
lent executable code either using threads (default PREESM) or using Wool
task library and respective API. While papers III,IV and V showcase related
experiments and results, in this section we list additional results which
were not included in the publications due to lack of space.

The generated task‐based code includes several task declarations and
de initions and then a main function where the tasks are spawned. Step
1 of Algorithm 1 is irst executed, followed by Algorithms 2,3 and 4 as de‐
scribed in Chapter 3. Then, Step 2 of Algorithm 1, i.e. the main function
generation, executes. Depending on graph attributes and the usage of an
heterogeneous (asymmetric multicore) platform, the task spawning in the
main function can be several simple task instantiations, task wrappers, a
single recursive wrapper or two heterogeneous wrappers.

4.1 Sobel Filter

Sobel iltering [105] is popular in image processing and computer vision
domains. The respective SDF graph is shown in Fig. 4.1. A con igurable
slice number parameter de ines the partitioning of the input frames in
slices i.e. the level of parallelism of the application. Paper III includes mea‐
surements regarding the improvement of Sobel execution using task‐based
code compared to the PREESM default. In addition to those, Fig 4.2 shows
the performance (measured in frames per second) when using recursive
task wrapping for execution of Sobel actors. The iltering is applied on a
352x288 resolution video sequence of 300 frames partitioned in 8 slices
each. Since there is only one SDF actor with multiple instances, simple
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Figure 4.1: Sobel ilter SDF graph

task wrapping would not have an effect, however recursive execution of
plain tasks adds a further improvement.

4.2 Edge Detector

Edge detection [1] techniques are crucial in image/video analytics applica‐
tions. Fig 4.3 shows the SDF graph of an edge detector that uses Sobel ilter

Figure 4.2: Sobel ilter performance on ARM Cortex Quad A7
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Figure 4.3: Edge detector SDF graph

as edge operator as well as Dilation and Erosion functions as two morpho‐
logical operators (also referred as ’Sobel Morpho’). Papers III, IV, V include
relatedmeasurements regarding generated code performance. In addition,
Fig. 4.4 shows a comparison of SDF‐based generated code with different
task de initions when executed in a platform with more than a single core
type. For such platforms, code execution that features simple tasks or task
wrappers could still be a choice for improving performance against using
raw thread‐based code. Even though in this casework stealingwouldwork
in its native random nature, still a faster core would execute more tasks

Figure 4.4: Edge detector performance on 1 ARM Cortex A15 and 1 ARM
Cortex A5
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than the slower as it could attempt steals with higher rate. However, in the
generic case where applications have workloads with random paralleliza‐
tion level (expressed in the igure via the number of input framepartitions),
it is a challenge to always ensure performance improvements: tasks that
should be executed in a fast core might be randomly stolen/executed by a
slow core. In case of code with heterogeneous wrappers this is alleviated
via utilisation of actor pro iling information at compile time for task wrap‐
ping de inition, so that task mapping is optimised.

4.3 JPEG Encoder

JPEG has been a successful image compression standard for more than 3
decades [55]. Fig. 4.5 shows an SDF graph representing a JPEG encoder.
The graph receives a BMP image of con igurable size and outputs a com‐
pressed JPG ile. According to JPEG algorithm, 8x8 pixel blocks can be pro‐
cessed independently. This de ines the level of parallelism for this case.
Due to the graph structure, simple as well as recursive wrapping can be
utilised in the code generation process. First adjust matrix, dct, quantiza‐
tion and zigzag tasks are wrapped. Then the task wrappers are recursively
executed.

The generated code is shown (in abstracted form) in Fig. 4.6. Addition‐
ally, Fig 4.7 shows the performance increase measured in images/second
with respect to the number of cores used for input images of 1024x1024
resolution. As shown, thread execution cannot scale well due to the ine
grain type of parallelism combined with synchronisation overheads. On
the contrary task execution exploits the available cores and provides sig‐
ni icant performance improvement.

Figure 4.5: JPEG SDF graph
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// g l oba l Dec l a r a t i on s
// headers
// ac to r input output bu f f e r s
. . . . .

// de c l a r a t i on of a l l t a sks needed fo r r e cu r s i v e
execut ion
// n : l e v e l o f p a r a l l e l i sm
VOID_TASK_1 ( adjustMatr ix_n_wrap_0n −1 , in t , l e v e l ) {

SPAWN( ad jus tMatr ix _n_wrap_0 (n/2 −1) , 1 ) ;
SPAWN( ad jus tMatr ix _n_wrap_n /2(n−1) , 1 ) ;
SYNC( ad jus tMatr ix _n_wrap_n /2(n −1 ) ) ;
SYNC( ad jus tMatr ix _n_wrap_0 (n/2 −1)) ;

}
VOID_TASK_1 ( ad jus tMatr ix _n_wrap_0 (n/2 −1) , in t , l e v e l ) { . . }
. . . .
// de c l a r a t i on of task wrappers
VOID_TASK_1 ( ad justMatr ix_n_wrap_0 , in t , l e v e l ) {
CALL( ad jus tMatr ix0 , parameters ) ;
CALL ( dct0 , parameters ) ;
CALL ( quant i za t ion0 , parameters ) ;
CALL ( zigzag0 , parameters ) ;
}
. . . .
// main
VOID_TASK_2 ( computationThread_Core0 , in t , argc , char ** , argv ) {
// Begin the execut ion loop
i n t index ;
f o r ( index =0; index <LOOP_SIZE ; index ++){
read_bmp_n ( parameters ) ;

. . . . . . .
CALL ( adjustMatr ix_n_wrap_0n −1 ,1 ) ;

. . . . . . .
r l c _ v l c _ en code _n ( parameters ) ;

}
}

Figure 4.6: JPEG code generation output (abstracted)
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Figure 4.7: JPEG encoder performance on ARM Cortex Quad A15
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CHAPTER 5

Overview of Original Publications

In this chapter a summary of the thesis’ original publications is presented.
Each publication is described in terms of main topic, respective contribu‐
tions and the correlation to the research questions as theywere introduced
in Chapter 1. Additionally the contribution of the thesis author is listed.

5.1 Overview

5.1.1 Paper I: Performance Evaluation of Parallel HEVC
Strategies

In this paper a thorough evaluation of HEVC parallelization options is per‐
formed. Motivation comes from the need to ef iciently map complex sig‐
nal processing algorithms to multicore targets, particularly for emerging
video coding standards including HEVC. Additionally such evaluation is a
credible way to estimate the ef iciency of parallel programming using the
thread model for this genre of algorithms. Several parallel options in ine
and coarse grain level are tested using a well‐known thread‐based HEVC
decoder implementation. The experiments are involving speed‐up mea‐
surements on various multicore platforms. The contribution of the paper
is the extraction of insights regarding the scalability limits of the thread
model, amajor factor for good performance inmulticore computing. Those
conclusions are then used in the next steps of the research in order to iden‐
tify ways to overcome those scalability burdens.
Author’s contributions: Georgios Georgakarakos is the main author

of the paper. Initial idea for parallel HEVC performance evaluation came
from Johan Lilius and co‐authors from Ericsson Oy. Leonidas Tsiopoulos
provided comments regarding formulation and presentation of the results.
Georgios Georgakarakos selected and studied the open source implemen‐
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tation, de ined the experiment scenarios andperformed themeasurements
and related HEVC source code con igurations.

5.1.2 Paper II: Analysis on Scalability and Energy Ef iciency of
HEVC Decoding Using Task‑based Programming Model

The scope of this paper is a comparison of task and thread programming
models in terms of scalability. Scalability limits for the thread model have
been already identi ied; evaluating the task programming model against
the same objective can answer to the question whether it should be pre‐
ferred only for programming ease and detail abstraction or it can also scale
better than the threadmodel. The comparison is performed by using paral‐
lelHEVCdecoder implementationswith bothmodels and evaluating speed‐
ups. Execution speed‐up is themetric that we use as it gives an intuitive as‐
sessment for scalability. Particularly the discussion focuses on the effects
of the speci ic attributes of the task model i.e. run‐to‐completion tasks,
work stealing, task granularity and mapping. The related measurements
are collected from three differentmulticore platforms. Additionally energy
and powermeasurements are included in the experiments in order to eval‐
uate alsopotential energyef iciencyof the taskmodel. Paper II output is the
conclusion and related justi ication of the task model being more scalable
than thread model for applications featuring parallelism similar to HEVC;
thus it provides the potential for better performance for signal process‐
ing applications. When the speed‐up is signi icant, energy savings are also
seen.
Author’s contributions: Georgios Georgakarakos is the main author of

the paper. The initial idea of evaluating task model as an alternative to
thread model came from Johan Lilius. Georgios Georgakarakos developed
the task‐based version of the parallel HEVC decoder, performed the experi‐
ments anddiscussed the results towards justi icationof the indings. Simon
Holmbacka provided equipment and guided the energy/power related ex‐
periments and outcomes.

5.1.3 Paper III: Task‑based Execution of Synchronous
Data low Graphs for Scalable Multicore Computing

This paper introduces a methodology for generating executable code from
synchronous data low graphs using task programming models. After hav‐
ing studied the scalability advantages of task models, this proposal comes
as a way to improve data lowmodel usability inmulticore computing. This
could be possible if the semantics ’gap’ between data low algorithm repre‐
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sentation and imperative programming canbe bridged. The paper analyses
the motivation behind combining task programming model and data low
MoC; it is based on enhancing scalability by removing several sources of
overhead primarily caused by fully static scheduling and thread synchro‐
nisation. It is also triggered by the attributes of the task model itself as the
de inition of the atomic run‐to‐completion task entity could express more
accurately the execution of a data low actor. The methodology of trans‐
forming an SDF graph to executable C code is realised in a code genera‐
tion processwhich is implementedwithin PREESM, a data low‐based rapid
prototyping development framework. The task‐based generated code is
compared to the raw thread‐based code from the original code genera‐
tor of PREESM. Since PREESM features static scheduling based on heuris‐
tics, the comparison is made by executing the scheduler until a reasonably
wide set of results is available. From this set, the code that corresponds
to the best available schedule is selected. Evaluation of the experimental
results (throughput values from execution of both codes in two multicore
platforms) shows that a task‐based code generation process removes over‐
heads while maintaining and occasionally improving performance. Paper
III main output is the initial version of a task‐based code generator and the
proof of concept for the bene its of combining task models with data low
MoC.
Author’s contributions: Georgios Georgakarakos is the main author

of the paper. The initial idea for correlating task model with data low
MoC came from Johan Lilius and Georgios. Georgios Georgakarakos
de ined the SDF to task‐based code generation process. Sudeep Kanur
has co‐implemented with Georgios the code generator within PREESM
framework. Karol Desnos has provided guidance relative to interfacing
PREESM back‐end during development.

5.1.4 Paper IV: Ef icient Task‑based Code Generation for SDF
Graph Execution on Multicore Processors

Having available a proof of concept for the feasibility of code generation
from SDF graphs using task programming models, this paper proposes
optimisations of this process towards improved scalability. Simple invo‐
cation of task programming in the code generation process is promising;
however the generated code can still include scalability burdens including
unnecessary thread synchronization and random task‐to‐core mapping.
To alleviate those problems, the concept of task wrapper is introduced.
Task wrapper includes a set of graph actors that can execute based only on
their dependencies without intermediate synchronization. This wrapping
targets in a better representation of actor dependencies so that the gener‐
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ated code expresses more accurately the ideal graph execution. Using task
wrappers makes it possible also to extend task‐based code generation for
heterogeneous (asymmetric) multicore platforms, where a wrapper can
include actors to be executed on a particular core type. The main Paper
output is a new version of the code generator supporting task wrappers,
developed within PREESM framework. Its generated code is tested in two
different multicore platforms and compared against the original PREESM
code output. The experiments are performed in the same approach as
in Paper III. Evaluation of the results justi ies that removing scalability
constraints improves application performance in multicore environment
(higher speed‐up) in both symmetric (homogeneous) and asymmetric
multicore architectures. Evaluation of the experimental results features
also comparison against a parallel implementation of the same test appli‐
cation by using OmpSs framework. This comparison is done to ensure that
the proposed data low task‐based application development approach in its
entirety provides similar and potentially better application performance
when compared to more traditional approaches that use original source
code augmented with parallel programming annotations as in OmpSs.
Author’s contributions: Georgios Georgakarakos is the main author of

the paper. Georgios de ined the task wrapping concept, implemented the
updated code generator and performed the experiments. Johan Lilius has
provided comments during evaluation discussion and contributed in the
shaping of the research outcomes.

5.1.5 Paper V: Recursive Task Generation for Scalable SDF
Graph Execution on Multicore Processors

This paper proposes an additional scalability optimisation to the process
of generating task‐based code from SDF graphs. Invocation of task pro‐
gramming models in code generation offers bene its showcased in previ‐
ous work. However plain actor‐to‐task assignment can create a bottleneck
for the work stealing scheduler, especially in applications with ine grain
parallelism. In this case, the stealing overhead itself constraints the per‐
formance of the application, as load balancing among available cores is not
optimal. The code generator is thus enhanced to support recursive task
execution. Recursion is implemented by using pure SDF graph attributes
without invoking e.g. respective task model parallel loop macros or func‐
tions. This approach ensures that no actor source code modi ications are
needed, something also abiding by thedata lowMoC. ThePaper’smain out‐
put is the updated code generator supporting recursion. Experiments in a
multicore platform are performed, where the recursive code execution is
measured towards performance and compared to the non‐recursive one.
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Speed‐up measurements show recursive task execution providing perfor‐
mance improvement by better scaling i.e. exploiting more ef iciently avail‐
able cores. This effect is more signi icant when the level of parallelism of
an application increases.
Author’s contributions: Georgios Georgakarakos is the main author of

the paper. Georgios speci ied and implemented the recursion feature in the
code generator and performed the experiments. Johan Lilius has provided
comments during evaluation discussion and contributed in the shaping of
the research outcomes.
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Table 5.1: Thesis contributions with respect to research questions
Question Contribution Output
What is the perfor‑
mance scalability of
thread‑based pro‑
gramming?

Scalability analysis and
insights for the thread pro‐
gramming model.
Propose task programming
model as better alternative for
scalable programming

Benchmark of thread‐
based parallel HEVC.
(Paper I)
Comparison of task‐
based vs thread –based
parallel HEVC.
(Paper II)

How to bridge the
semantics gap be‑
tween data low model
of computation and
imperative program‑
ming?

A methodology of code gener‐
ation from data low graphs us‐
ing task programming models

SDF to task code trans‐
formation.
First code generator ver‐
sion
(Paper III)

How to improve scal‑
ability of a data low‑
based programming
methodology?

A set of techniques that pro‐
vide sustainable scalability im‐
provement of data low graph‐
based application execution

Task wrapping concept
and applications.
Enhanced code genera‐
tor version
(Paper IV, V)
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions and Future Work

Multicore computing has commenced a new era in computer engineering
able to bring out products and services of unprecedented capabilities. At
the same time, it has necessitated the foundation of new software develop‐
ment paradigms that should expose and optimally exploit parallelism. Ide‐
ally this parallelism should result in increased application runtime speed‐
ups regardless of platform architectural details including the number and
type of cores and related inter‐core communication. This thesis considers
performance scalability as a means of evaluating how well an application
can reach this ideal scenario. In practise, we expect an application to scale
well if its speed‐up increases in accordance with increased processing re‐
sources.

The thesis’ scope is to contribute to the scalability of signal processing
applications executed in multicore environment. The main goal is to
provide methodologies and tools to leverage model‐based design and par‐
ticularly to ef iciently utilize the data low model towards the availability
of scalable high performance application code. Model‐based design has
been acknowledged as an ef icient way to address multicore programming
complexity comprising, among others, multicore scheduling challenges.
In model‐based design, application modelling is decoupled from archi‐
tecture/platform modelling. This means that application description can
rely on the model analysis without making assumptions about execution
platform details. The data low model of computation is an ef icient way
to model signal processing algorithms that feature inherent parallelism.
However transformation of a data low‐based application description into
executable code is a challenge due to the semantics ’gap’ between data low
model and imperative programming languages.

This thesis has explored and proposed methodologies for leveraging
data low based design towards scalable software development in the
multicore/ heterogeneous era. In this way, popular signal processing ap‐
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plications that are ef iciently modelled with data low graphs, could be also
executed ef iciently. The performance of the traditional thread program‐
ming model has been analysed and insights have been extracted regarding
scalability burdens that constrain application execution speed‐up. The
performance of the task programming model has also been measured for
similar applications. A related analysis was performed that justi ied the
experimental results and explained how the attributes of this model can
overcome the scalability burdens identi ied in raw threadmodel case. This
outcome has been then utilised to propose a methodology for generating
executable high performance code from synchronous data low‐based
application descriptions. Experimental results have provided a proof
of concept for the proposed approach. Furthermore, an enhanced code
generator has been developed with a two fold goal: a) to optimise the
synchronous data low to task‐based code transformation and b) to sus‐
tain the generator’s output code execution performance and extend its
applicability in multicore platforms.

Continuation of this work in the future could follow several directions,
however the following two seemmore prominent:

The irst, is to extend task‐based code generation in order to cover
more use cases featuring additional SDF graph variations and multicore
platforms. Within the SDF domain, new efforts can focus on how the code
generator could support additional graph structures. Towards this scope
it would be interesting to explore an SDF graph taxonomy. Nevertheless
popular structures could be investigated, for example graphs with loop
paths (where actors of this path could be merged to a single task). A
natural extension for the code generator can also be for SDF graphs with
no URC sub‐graph parts. This corresponds to graph actors without same
repetition factor. While this is already supported, an extension could
create an optimal ’horizontal’ task wrapper that could adopt to different
repetition factors. In the same way that the horizontal task wrapper is
currently grouping one actor instance from each actor in a URC SDF graph,
an enhanced code generator could take into consideration all repetition
factors and make custom groupings with possibly more that one instances
per actor, in order to achieve better task execution with less overheads
and increased data locality. A relevant use case could be an SDF described
HEVC decoder (see Fig. 3.2) where each Tile actor could be grouped in the
same wrapper with multiple iltering actor instances.

Another topic of investigation would be to apply the task wrapping con‐
cept for function based parallelism. This can be expressed in SDF using de‐
lay tokens. The tasks in this case could be de ined around actors between
tokens. Recursive execution of a task wrapper applied in an SDF graph
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without loops, could spawn concurrently those actors and express function
based parallelism. This can cover applications that bene it from pipelined
execution. An important issue for exploration in this case would be how to
handle task synchronization ‐likely tobepresent in thepipeline end‐ so that
no considerable overhead would be introduced. Support of function based
parallelism would lead intuitively in a combination of wrappers for both
data and function parallelism during code generation. This could then pro‐
vide signi icant scalability increase for applications that feature both types
of parallelism. To maintain the execution independent from the number of
cores, experiments on several platforms could be later performed in order
to extract an ef icient ordering of the wrappers’ invocation.

Furthermore, recursion task wrapping could be extended to cover con‐
currently executed actors in addition to data parallel actor instances. Our
approach in creating recursively executed task wrappers has not relied on
the ’parallel for’ constructs present in most task programming models. In‐
stead, all tasks needed for execution are generated using only graph infor‐
mation. Therefore it is possible to explore whether the recursion format
can be applied ef iciently to a group of actors having data dependency from
the same actor thus being able to be executed concurrently.

A second direction for future work is to investigate applicability of the
data low to task‐based code transformation for cases where the assump‐
tions (and induced limitations) made in this thesis would be waived.

A basic assumption for this work has been to consider data low graphs
that describe applications with fork/join type of concurrency. For applica‐
tions whose data low graph could not be expressed in a fork/join pattern,
possible transformation in a fork/join structure can be attempted, other‐
wise another execution scheme must be proposed. A use case that has
been already studied is theWPP part of the HEVC algorithm. An SDF graph
with fork/join type of concurrency is possible, therefore our code genera‐
tor works, however execution is not optimal due to unnecessary synchro‐
nisation points caused by task spawn/sync operations. A more realistic
graph representation of WPP introduces actors with dependencies from
more than one actors. Expressing those with spawn/sync operations is
a challenge, therefore it is meaningful to investigate techniques for ef i‐
cient execution and respective code generation. Such technique could be
task execution based on duplicated or retimed/reordered actors. An open
question here would be whether a generic technique can be proposed that
would apply for a large set of graphs.

Another prerequisite for this work has been the synchronous nature of
the data low graphs in question. A shift from SDF to graphs with more dy‐
namic behavior is a topic of potential investigation. In general, the more
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dynamic the graph, the more information for code generation would have
to be extracted at runtime. This is expected to shift parts of the code gen‐
eration processes also in runtime. Essentially the generated code should
include decision making logic in order to cover the dynamic part of the
graph. This would be necessary for example in cases where spawning of an
actor depends on token values and/or actor states. While this is normally
feasible for a code generation process, an open question is whether the in‐
troduced overhead would limit the scalability. This is because the decision
making logic can evolve into a complex dependency resolutionmechanism.
Possible future contributions could be either to optimise decision making
algorithms in terms of scalability as well as to make sure the algorithms
would keep a satisfactory level of general applicability.

Regarding target multicore platforms, the work in this thesis focused
on requiring minimum knowledge of platform details for ef icient code
generation. This has been the base of the scalability improvement claim.
Data low MoC is agnostic of platform details. Task programming models
make no assumptions on platform characteristics except from the generic
consideration of shared memory architectures (SMP). Applicability and
ef iciency of our proposed methodology in other platforms is an open
question for further study. For example behavior in Non Uniform Memory
Access (NUMA) platforms could be evaluated. Thework stealing algorithm
behavior might affect in this case the performance of the generated code,
either in a negative way due to randomness or in a positive way due to
recursion.

Finally, our experiments on the heterogeneous (asymmetric) multicore
platform (i.e. ARM big.LITTLE) were based on the availability of pro il‐
ing so that a ratio for task mapping could be extracted. Since the concept
of the particular architecture is not only high speed‐up but also energy
ef iciency, a similar ratio can be extracted from of line energy measure‐
ments. Then the heterogeneous task wrappers can be de ined based on
performance/energy trade offs. An alternative of line evaluation for the in‐
put application can rely on the workload type. Creating task wrappers for
the particular architecture can consider mapping computational intensive
workloads to the fast core(s)while control intensive and routineworkloads
could bemapped on the slow ones. Asmentioned in Chapter 3, futurework
could also focus on applying constraints to the stealing process so that it is
feasible only among cores of the same type. This is a simple way to verify
that our methodology can provide good scalability when the ratio of cores
of different types is stable during runtime.

In an overall view, we believe this thesis has contributed towards more
ef icient but also more coherent and systematic software development
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methodologies for the multicore computing era. Data low‐based design is
a growing academic topic while at the same time has already found its way
to commercially available development platforms and tools. Active con‐
tinuation of research work in this domain may directly leverage quality of
high complexity system modelling, simulation and implementation. New
generation telecommunication protocols, cloud computing and neural
networks for arti icial intelligence are only few of the application domains
that we expect those research results to provide signi icant bene its and
enhancements in the years to come.
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Scalable Multicore Computing Using Dataflow 
and Task-based Models
Most of modern digital electronic devices and systems rely nowadays on multicore proces-
sors, in order to deliver a growing list of added-value features and services. Efficiently execut-
ing applications in multicore environment requires addressing the challenges of multicore 
scheduling. There is a motivation to design applications that scale, with minimum or no as-
sumptions on underlying hardware platforms. This would enable, for example, to seamlessly 
move applications to the Cloud, where the processing cores can be dynamically allocated. 
The availability of scalable software methodologies is thus impacting the actual cost and 
quality of digital services.5

This thesis’ scope is to contribute to the scalability of signal processing applications executed 
in multicore environment. The main goal is to provide methodologies and tools to leverage 
model-based design and particularly to exploit the dataflow model towards the availability of 
scalable high-performance application software. Dataflow models are an efficient methodol-
ogy to analyse signal processing algorithms as they can easily expose their potential parallel-
ism. However, transforming dataflow models to executable code is challenging. 

In order to analyse how dataflow representations can be executed efficiently, this thesis gives 
insights regarding how well the traditional thread programming model and the later task pro-
gramming models can scale in order to support efficient parallel execution of signal process-
ing applications. It is shown that task programming models can overcome the scalability bur-
dens of the thread model. Therefore, a methodology that combines synchronous dataflow 
and task programming models to enable scalable application execution is proposed and 
verified using a task-based code generator. Furthermore, a set of optimisation techniques are 
developed to extend its applicability.  As a result, the proposed code generation paradigm 
can be used to scale the performance of applications with fine grain level of parallelism, 
independently from the number of cores. The generated code can also be utilised in both 
symmetric and asymmetric multicore environments.
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